


Pioneer welcomes you to the digital audio age
This is a dynamic time in the exciting world of

audio. Highly touted digital recording and playback
techniques have finally arrived, and they deliver ex-
actly what they promised - perfectly flat f requency
response, almost no noise or distortion and super-
wide dynamic range.

Pioneer is a pacesetter in digital technology
thanks to certain advantages we enjoy, such as our

pioneering research in lasers for our LaserDisc"
video players. You'll find that every piece of equip-
ment in this catalog was designed for the digital audio
age: f rom our digital audio Compact Disc player to
ou r audio/video receivers. From ou r PGt" cone
speaker systems to our microcomputer controlled
decks and turntables. Welcome to the digital audio
age. Welcome to Pioneer.





Pioneer Compact Disc Player
The Technology

A look at analog
Sound, including the music reproduced

by audio speakers, is analog. That is, the
signal varies continuously. Conventional
recording and playback systems are also
analog in that the information they record,
store and play back is "analogous" to the
original sound. However, this information,
whether it be an electrical signal, physical
undulations in a record groove or magnetic
variations on a recording tape, is susceptible
to damage. The introduction of unwanted
noise and distortion can affect the electrical
signal. A recgrd groove can suffer physical
damage. A magnetic tape can become
unmagnetized (high frequencies are particu-
larly susceptible). The purpose of top-quality
audio equipment is Io minimize lhe deteriora-
tion of the analog information.

Digital recording
Rather than minimizing deterioration of

information (sound), digital recording techni-
ques prevent it. This is done by sampling the
signal at a very high rate and assigning
digits (the binary numbers 1 and 0)to the
measured values. For example, the Compact
Disc DigitalAudio System has a sampling
rate of 44.1k{z; in other words, one second
of music is measured 44,100 times. These
measurements are turned into a series of
discrete stepped voltages which are then
converted into digital "bits" by an ADC
(Analogto-Digital Converter). This process is
known as "quantization. "

Digital storage
The digital bits are stored on a plastic

Compact Disc in the form of microscopic
pits arranged in tracks only 1.6pm apart.
Since the pits are read optically by a laser
beam, they can be sealed safely under a
layer of transparent plastic. Stored in this
way, music signals in digital form are not
subject to external noise and distortion.

Digital pickup
Retrieving digital information is

extremely simple in principle. A digital
reader need only differentiate between 1

(presence of a bit)and 0 (absence thereof),
leaving very little room for error. To ensure
that the correct signals are read at the
correct time, the CD player employs three
servo systems to monitor tracking. To com-
pensate for dropouts, the player uses a
powerful error correction system (inter-
leaving). A missing signal is interpolated
from signals preceding and following it; thus
the absence of a signal is not apparent at
the output.

Next, the digital signal is converted
back into an analog signal by a DAC (Digital-
to-Analog Converter). Finally, the signal goes
through a low-pass filter to eliminate extra-
neous ultra high frequencies, and appears
as an audio signal at the output, just like the
signal from a tuner or tape deck.

Compact Disc: Physical
characteristics
r No /oss of musical information Digital
transfer processes are error free. Thus
digital information can be transferred from
one source to another with absolutely no
loss of signal quality. The sound you hear

from a Compact Disc is as clean and clear
as the digital master.
o No disc wear Since the billions of
microscopic pits on a Compact Disc are
sealed beneath a transparent layer of
plastic, they are fully protected against
damage. And since the laser pickup focuses
beneath the surface layer, dust and small
scratches on the surface are ignored. Unlike
phonograph records, no annoying pops,
crackles or ticks occur.
o One hour of music from a single dr,sc. Only
4-314 inches (12cm) in diameter - small
enough to put into your coat pocket - a
single-sided Compact Disc can hold over
one hour of music.
o Convenient search and random access
functions. Every Compact Disc has search
and random access information encoded on
it that is read by the player before play. This
is what makes possible extraordinarily con-
venient functions such as search, random
access and time displays.

Compact Disc: Specifications
Noise and distortion are essentially

nonexistent. Dynamic range is the equal of a
live performance - fully 50% better than
conventional analog systems. Response is
ruler flat at all audible frequencies. Channel
separation is practically infinite. To be more
specif ic:
o Dynamic range better than 95d8.
o Signalto-noise ratio better than 95d8.
o Harmonic distortion less than 0.004%.
o Channel separation greater than 9OdB.
o Frequency response flat within + 0.5d8

from 5Hz to 20kHz.
r Wow and flutter unmeasurable.

Audio Output Waveforms After Error Correction
and lnterpolation

Our Tsst Model
O 2msec/div.
EFM signal with burst error of 1 0 consecutive irames.
Signal of aooul I.36msec duf ation:s qiss ng

O SOOpsidiv.
TkHz FS sine-wave oulput. Error correction is impossible
Though an average signal value is arrived at to com-
pensate {or the error, lhe waveform is distorted.

P,D7O

O Same as O lelt
@ 500ps/div.
TkHz FS sine-wave output. Error is corrected accurately.
lherefore the oulput wavetorm shows almosl no distorlion

Laser Pickup ol P.D70
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Audio technology takes a giant leap fonruard
Pioneer is no newcomer to laser and

digital electronic technology - many of
the techniques first developed for our
LaserDiscrM video systems are used in our
new P-D70 Compact Disc player. lts high-
performance optical laser featuring a 3-spot
beam system was developed by our research
laboratory to solve the problem of tracking
error. lt utilizes three servo systems: a focus
servo to keep the laser's focus on the reflec-
tlve surface of the disc, a tracking servo that
monitors adjacent tracks to ensure that the
laser beam is always in the exact center of
the track, and a spindle servo to continuously
adjust the rotational velocity of the disc so
that linear velocity remains constant.

The analog f ilter we developed for the
P-D70 is a special 11th order low-pass filter.
The signal processing circuitry in LSI
(Large-Scale lntegrated Circuit) form contri-
butes to better sound by improving error
detection and correction capability. lt can
even compensate for dropouts of up to 12

consecutive burst frame errors. This means

any discs on the market can be played
trouble{ree on the P-D70.

An unusual feature of the P-D70 is its
meter system. ln the BINARY display mode
it lets you watch actual bits of data as they
are read from the Compact Disc and pro-
cessed for an analog (audio)output. lt further
shows the peak levels over a wide range of
72dB f rom - 54dB to + 18d8. ln the PEAK
display mode it shows peak levels. Since the
meters operate from digital data, response
is accurate over the entire range from
- 36dB to + 12d8.

The versatile 4-way display system of
the P-D70 shows you the total play time of
the disc in minutes and seconds. Each time
you press the DISPLAY button, the display
shows the index number, total play time
(with total number of tracks), and remaining
play time. Also shown is the track in play at
any moment.

Operating the P-D70 is extremely easy
thanks to its front-loading configuration and
a wealth of convenient, easyto-use features.

These include Track Search so you can
quickly skip ahead or behind one or two
tracks. Minute Search that lets you skip
exactly one, two, three, etc. minutes of play
time ahead or back. lndex Search so you
can start play from any indexed point within
a track. Programmed Memory Play so you
can play tracks (up to 10) in any order you
wish. And others like Slow Scan and Repeat
Play for even more convenience. The P-D70:
Pioneer digital sound at its finest.



Pioneer Receivers
The Technology

Every Pioneer receiver offers unusually
high power for its price. And making each
an even better value are the many features
we've incorporated for easier operation and
unexcelled sound quality. The tuner sections
offer the accuracy Pioneer is renowned for,
and have a full selection of conveniences.
Look around: you'll be convinced that
Pioneer receivers are in a class by
themselves.

Non-Switching" Amp eliminates
switching distortion

Three of our receivers - SX-V90,
SX-60 and SX-50 - feature a revolutionary
Non-Switching power amplif ier design.
It uses a high speed servo called a "Vari-
Bias* " that automatically adjusts the bias
currenl to the power transistors in accord-
ance with the input level. During operation,
the power transistors are never allowed to
switch off ; this means switching distortion is
avoided and music will be reproduced faith-
fully with a new sense of clearness. Pioneer
Non-Switching amps provide the smooth,
low-distortion sound of expensive class-A
amps, and the high efficiency of class-B
amps. You get best-of-both-worlds perfor-
mance. This is just one more example of
Pioneer's technological edge.

(*Non-Switching and Vari-Bias are trade-
marks of Pioneer.)

Digital Direct Decoder
The SX-V9O features the very best of

our industry-leading tuner technology -a Digital Direct Decoder for FM in lC form.
ln a nutshell, it provides low distortion, a
high signalto-noise ratio and wide separa-
tion - hi{i specifications all the way. For
more details, refer to the tuner technology
section.

Quartz-PLL digital synthesizer
tuning: Accuracy and preset
station convenience

Four top Pioneer receivers feature
Quartz-PLL digital synthesizer tuning.
It guarantees that stations, once tuned, will
never again drift out of tune, whatever the
cause - temperature, humidity, or else.

Our Quartz-PLL tuning system offers
easy operation too: you can preset a large
number of your favorite FM and AM stations

- 10 for each tuning band in the SX-V90
and SX-60, B in the SX-50 and SX-40. Once
stations are preset, you can recall them
instantly at the touch of a button. Another
tuning mode, Auto tuning, lets you quickly
tune stations up and down the tuning band
automatically.

Simulated stereo for mono
programs

Most musical software, such as
records, tapes and FM, is available in
stereo. But there are still some programs
available only in mono - TV broadcasts,
most video tapes, video discs and AM radio.
This is why we've included a simulated
stereo circuit in all but our two least expen-
sive models. Connect the audio output of
your video equipment to the VIDEO termi-
nals on our receivers, and enjoy stereo
sound through your hi-fi system. Of course
you can get the same simulated stereo effect
from AM radio, mono records and tapes.

Simplified operation
Our top four receivers have had

operation simplified by means of a host of
indicators and microcomputer control.
Selected inputs, tuned preset stations,
power output and other vital information are
clearly shown on an oversized fluorescent
panel (SX-V90, SX-60 and SX-50). Switches
are all electronic for easier and surer
operation.

The presettable receiver
Of all our receivers, the versatile SX-V90

is actually our easiest to use. The reason is
it incorporates a sophisticated computer
control system that permits many functions
to be preset.

Preset FM lF bandwidths: When you
preset an FM station, you can also preset its
lF bandwidth. So each time you tune the
preset station, its lF bandwidth is automati-
cally set as you've selected - wide for top
hi{i sound or narrow for interferencejree
reception.

Preset volume:You can keep two
favorite volume settings in the computer
memory for instant onetouch recall. Also
you can preset the on/off position of the
loudness and muting controls for each
preset volume setting.

P reset sensitivity : The slight difference
(up to +6d8, re tuner level) in output level
between various equipment (tu rntables,
Compact Disc player, VCRs, etc.)can be
compensated for and preset, input for input.
So as you switch from one input to another,
from video to audio, etc., you don't need to
adjust the level control each time.

Distortion Spectra

Distortion Spectrum of
Non-Switching Amp

Distortion Spectrum ol
Conventional Class-B Amp
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Video ready
The SX-V90 is designed to integrate

both audio and video systems: in addition to
standard audio equipment it accepts and
controls one video disc player, two VCRs
(Videocassette Recorders), one monitor TV
and one TV receiver.

It lets you do far more than just switch-
ing f rom one video source to another, or
from video to audio and back again. For
one, you can dub videotapes from one VCR

to another, while listening to any audio
source (records, tapes, etc.). You have
access to the output of a video disc player
through front-panel terminals. You can even
operate your personal computer or play a
video game thanks to the versatile video
switching facilities of the SX-V90.

Video sound is also improved by the
SX-V90 - a DNR* (Dynamic Noise Reduc-
tion System) is built in. The circuit analyzes
the high-f requency content of the sound

from a video source (connected to VCR 1

and 2 terminals) and automatically attenu-
ates highs when hiss and other noise are
excessive. When you hear the great sound
of your video tapes and TV broadcasts
played through the SX-V90, you too will
become a believer.

(.DNR is a trademark of National Semi-
conductor Corporation.)

Connection diagram for the SX.V90
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The nerve center for your integrated audio-video system
Here is a truly unique receiver that is

designed to help you integrate your audio
and video equipment into one easyto-
operate system. ln addition to audio
components (a turntable, two decks, etc.),
it connects and controls up to three video
units (both audio and video signals) - two
VCRs and one videodisc player. Alternately,
you can connect a personal computer or a
video game. The SX-V90 is that versatile.

Circuits for the sound of video equip-
ment are all stereo, of course. lf your video
suffers from noise, there is a built-in DNR
(Dynamic Noise Reduction System) that
works miracles to provide you with better
sound. lf your source is mono, a built-in
circuit creates a simulated stereo output.
That's not all: you can also dub from VCR 1

to VCR 2 while listening to any audio
program. At the front is available the output
from a connected videodisc player.

But don't forget that the SX-V90 is a
high-performance audio receiver. As such,
it is as capable as any. lts power amp

boasts a continuous average power
output ol 125 watts* per channel, min.
at 8 ohms, from 20herlz to 20,000
hertz with no more than 0.005% total
harmonic distortion. For good, low-
distortion sound, it features the Pioneer
Non-Switching power amp.

The SX-V90's tuner features the new
innovative Digital Direct Decoder (modified
in lC form) to effectively reject interference.
Working with two more interference rejec-
tion circuits - an exclusive selective lD
MOS FET RF amp and an FET balanced
mixer - it dramatically reduces noise and
distortion, rendering music surprisingly clear
and smooth.

Another big surprise is the preset
capability made available by the 4k-byte
ROM microcomputer. You can preset 10

FM stations plus an equal number of AM
stations. You can preset two favorite volume
levels, along with loudness and muting. You
can preset the compensated-for differences
in output levels of various program sources,

so that all will play at the same volume. You
can even pre-select the lF bandwidth (wide
or narrow)for each FM station.

Other features: a large fluorescent
display panel with innovative power level
indicator, bi-directional tape dubbing (audio),
a subsonic filter, adaptor loop circuit,
connection for MM and MC cartridges, slide
tone controls, jumpers to separate pre and
power amps, speaker A/B switches, and
battery memory backup.

*Measured pursuant to the Federal Trade Commlssion's Trade Regulation Rule on Power Output Claims for Ampllfiers
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Designed with an emphasis on simple operation
Pioneer is the pace-setter in hi{i

engineering. So it's only natural that in the
field of receiver technology we were among
the first to develop sophisticated systems
that actually simplify operation, such as
pushbutton preset tuning, comprehensive
indicator displays and computer control.
The SX-60 is a fine example of what we mean.

It features unusually big power for its
price - continuous average power
output of 80 watts* per channel, min.
at I ohms, from 20 hertz to 20,000
hertz with no more than 0.005% total
harmonic distortion. Yet power is just
one feature of our finest receiver; the Non-
Switching amp is another. This advanced
power amp design combines the advan-
tages of low-distortion class-A operation and
high-eff iciency class-B operation. Power
transistors are always on thanks to our bias-
tracking Vari-Bias circuit. There's no switch-
ing, therefore no switching distortion, yet
efficiency is always high. This is the single
most important factor in the smooth, silky

more comfortable touch operation.
A video input on the back panel lets you

connect a video tape recorder or video disc
player to the SX-60, and enjoy its sound
through your hi-fi system. The simulated
stereo switch lets you enjoy enhanced
stereo from any mono program source, such
as video tape, TV, FM and AM.

Other features include speaker A/B
switches, a high-gain phono equalizer for
moving-coil cartridges, a subsonic filter, in-
puts for two decks and slider tone controls.

sound of the SX-60
Its tuner section has a number of

surprises for you. First, it offers quartz-Pll
digital tuning for accuracy, and a total of 10
FM and 10 AM station presets for instant
torrch recall. Second, it has an auto tuning
mode that lets you easily locate stations up
and down the tuning band. And finally, it has
Pioneer's selective lD MOS FET front end
that effectively rejects interference to let you
hear stations you normally can't. Of course,
there's a digital readout to show the f re-
quency of stations you've tuned.

The center of attention of the SX-60 is
the one-panel fluorescent display. lt gives
you information on: selected inputs, tuned
preset stations, signal flow, selected
speakers, and power output. The panelalso
indicates STEREO and SIGNAL STRENGTH
as well.

All circuits of the SX-60 are controlled
by a microcomputer, the reason it is so easy
to use and reliable. The computer has also
allowed us to use electronic switches for



Computer control for comfortable operation
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o Continuous average power output
of 50 watts* per chahnel, min. at-8
ohms, from 20 hertz to 20,000 hertz
with no more than 0.007o/o total
harmonic distortion.
o Non-Switching Power Amplifier:
El imi nates switchi ng distortion wh i le retai n-
ing high efficiency.
o Quartz-PLL synthesizer tuning: Drift-
free reception for hours of hiJi listening.
o Presets for 8 FM and 8 AM stations:
Your favorite stations are only a touch away.
r Computer control: Assures years of
reliable operation, and makes possible the
use of electronic switches for more comfort-
able operation.
o Video ready: Allows you to enjoy video
and TV sound through your hi-fi system.
o Simulated stereo: Derives enhanced
stereo from any mono program.
o One-panel fluorescent display: All the
information you need concerning operating
status is shown in one place.
o Other features: Speaker A/B switches,
subsonic filter, tape 1 and 2, slider tone
controls.

r Continuous average power output
of 38 watts* per channel, min. at 8
ohms, from 2Oherlz to 20,000 hertz
with no more than 0.02o/o total
harmonic distortion.
o Quartz-PLL synthesizer tuning: Drift-
free reception for hours of hiJi listening.
o Presets for 8 FM and 8 AM stations:
Your favorite stations are only a touch away.
o Computer control: Assures years of
reliable operation, and makes possible the
use of electronic switches for more comfort-
able operation.
o Video ready: Allows you to enjoy video
and TV sound through your hi{i system.
o Simulated stereo: Derives enhanced
stereo from any mono program.
o Comprehensive LED display: All the
information you need concerning operating
status is shown in one place.
o Other features: Speaker A/B switches,
subsonic filter, tape monitor, slider tone
controls.

{o;

Total ease of operation and comprehensive displays

*Measured pursuant to the Federal Trade Commission's Trade Regulation Rule on Power Output Claims for Amplifiers.



Sleek, low-profile design featuring advanced circuitry

Look no further; herds the receiver youVe been waiting for

o Continuous average power output
of 45 watts* per channel, min. at I
ohms, from 40 hertz to 20,000 hertz
with no more than 0.3o/o total
harmonic distortion.
o FET FM front end: For higher sensitivity
and selectivity. You'll hear FM with lower
distortion and wider range.
o PLL stereo demodulator in lC form:
Assures wide separation, low distortion, and
requires no periodic realignment.
o lndependent speaker A/B switches:
Let you drive two pairs of speakers
independently.
o Bass/treble tone controls and
loudness: Let you tailor sound to taste.
Loudness gives you natural response when
listening at low levels.
r Other features: Tape monitor, STEREO
and TUNING indicators, LED tuning pointer,
balance control, phones output.

o Continuous average power output
ol25 watts* per channel, min. at 8
ohms, from 40 hertz to 20,000 hertz
with no more than O.3o/o total
harmonic distortion.
o FET FM front end: For higher sensitivity
and selectivity. You'll hear FM with lower
distortion and wider range.
o PLL stereo demodulator in lC form:
Assures wide separation, low distortion, and
requires no periodic realignment.
o lndependent speaker A/B switches:
Let you drive two pairs of speakers
independently.
o Bass/treble tone controls and
loudness: Let you tailor sound to taste.
Loudness gives you natural response when
listening at low levels.
r Other features: Tape monitor, STEREO
and TUNING indicators, LED tuning pointer,
balance control, phones output.



Pioneer Amplifiers
The Technology

Pioneer's famed Non-Switching ampli-
fier design has been improved with the addi-
tion of the new Dynamic Power Supply. The
A-90, A-70 and 4-60 are our Dynamic Power
Non-Switching amplifiers. Each offers
greatly expanded dynamic range and
improved power-supply eff iciency for
exceedingly clean sound that is completely
free of clipping.

Compact Discs with astounding
90dB of dynamic range

For an amplifier it is not enough if it
merely reproduces the signals fed to it.
It must give the listener realistic reproduc-
tion, a recreation of the excitement and thrill
of a live performance.

Now that the Compact Disc Digital
System has arrived, a tremendously wide
dynamic range of 90dB is available, a far cry
from the mere 60dB or so (at best)of analog
records and FM radio. Wider dynamic range,
however, requires greater instantaneous
power from an amplifier - power to spare.

Suppose the average level you normally
listen at is referenced to 0dB. During
musical crescendos and thunderous attacks,
the amplifier must deliver 20dB more power
to avoid clipping. lf you want to enjoy your
music - rock, jazz or classical - to the
fullest without a hint of distortion during
peaks, 20dB of peak level margin is a must.

Suppose, again, the average level at
which you listen to music is 1 watt, which
equals OdB. The difference of 20dB between
the average level and peak level represents
a difference of a factor of 100. So it means
you need about 100 watts of instantaneous
power (per channel)during very loud
passages. (Naturally, how much power
you actually require depends also on your

personal listening habits, the size of your
listening room and the efficiency of your
speakers. What's disturbingly loud to one
person may be comfortable to another.)

How do we cope with the higher power
that new Compact Discs and audiophile
analog records demand? lncreasing the size
(and capacity)of the power supply for more
output power is not the answer. Rather, we
need a more efficient and more responsive
power supply, like Pioneer's new Dynamic
Power Supply. lt's the design for the digital
age.

The Dynamic Power Supply
reduces power loss by a factor
of two

Pioneer's Dynamic Power Supply con-
sists of two power supply systems, VL which
feeds low voltages and VH which feeds high
voltages. During soft and moderate level
passages, the VL section provides low
voltage to the output transistors. But when
the level rises as the sound becomes louder,
the VH section is turned on. As you see from
the oscilloscope photos on the opposite page,
the high-voltage power supply is designed to
track the level of an input signal with a con-
stant voltage margin. This avoids clipping.
Moreover, when a series of high-level, high-
f requency inputs is applied, the Vr section
remains on for some time even after the
level of the signals becomes low. This
i ngenious design prevents instantaneous,
pulseiike high-frequency signals from
clipping.

The amazing Dynamic Power Supply has
double the power supply efficiency of
conventional class-B amps. ln other words,
the output transistors have only half the
power loss of other designs.

Non-Switching Amp for no switch-
ing distortion

ln the A-90, A-70 and 4-60, the
Dynamic Power Supply is coupled with the
equally revolutionary Non-Switching power
amplifier design - an incomparable match
for clear, low distortion sound. The Non-
Switching design uses a high speed bias
servo called "Vari-Bias" that controls the
bias current to power transistors in accord-
ance with variations in input level. lt ensures
that the transistors never switch off. Since
there's no switching, there's no switching
distortion. Sound is rendered clear and
smooth.

Built-in moving-coil cartridge
capability

The A-90 has a separate pre-preamp for
moving-coil cartridges. lts design is perhaps
the most sophisticated and accurate ever
conceived - push-pull circuitry from input
to output, an ultra-low-noise FET input in
parallel push-pull configuration, and a DC-
servo. The capabilities of this pre-preamp
are so impressive they are almost at the
theoretical limit - a signalto-noise ratio of
74dB (re 150pV input), for instance.

The phono equalizer of the A-70 and
4-60 is built around a high-gain DGservo
circuit featuring a low-noise dual FET input.
Again, it is of high caliber, delivering a
signal-to-noise ratio of 70dB for moving-coil
cartridges and an even better figure for
movi ng-magnet cartridges.

Dynamic Range and Frequency Response: Analog vs. Digital

From the chart, three distinct properties of digital
audio are discernible. One, the noise level of digital
audio is consistently - 65dB or less, a full 25dB
better than analog audio. Two, the peak level
margin of digital audio is 25d8, sdB better than
conventional analog audio. And three, a dynamic
ran$e of 90dB is available at any frequency and at
any level. With analog audio, flat response is impos-
sible at any level, and even marginally flat response
is possible only at low levels.

Block Diagram of
Dynamic Power Supply

The Dynamic Power Supply consists of two
complementary systems - a low-voltage system
Vr, and a high-voltage system Vr. At most times,
only Vl is in operation, feeding power to the output
transistors; but when the level passes a certain
threshold value, Vn is turned on to provide
additional power to the transistors.



Dynamic Waveforms of Actual Music

Shown below is the dynamic wavelorm of an actual piece of music -the opening section of Brahms's Ballade for Piano No. 3, "lntermezzol'
As you see, the peak at point @ has a level about 20dB higher than
the average level, point @. Variations of the same magnitude are
common even in solo piano music. Also you can see that there are

silent passages where the level drops to 0dB. From this demonstra-
tion, it is evident that an amplifier must not only have high power, but
also a high signalto-noise ratio and low distortion in order to reproduce
the real-life dynamic range of music faithfully.

o-IJ
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Voltage Waveform of Dynamic Power Supply

400H2 output, average level
Most of the time, during lowJevel passages, the
low-voltage power supply, Vr-, is feeding electrical
power to the output transistors.

400H2, high level
But when a loud passage appears, the power
supply is switched from Vl to VH. This ensures that
the power supply voltage tracks the level of the
program signal at all times.

SkHz, high level
Shown is the voltage waveform of the power supply
during reproduction of a highJevel, high{requency
signal. Even after the signal is removed, the high-
voltage power supply is kept on for some time. This
prevents transient high frequencies from being
clipped, however suddenly they appear.

Comparison of Distortion Waveforms

Convenlional Class.B Amp
As transistors turn on and off, signals
of a pulsive nature are generated.
This is known as switching
distortion.

Non-Switching Amp
The pulsive signalyou see in the left
photo is not apparent here. No
switching distortion is generated.

Block Diagram of Head Amp lor MC Cartridges

lnput consists of superJow-noise
FETs arranged in a parallel push-pull
configuration, with DC servo
feedback applied from output to
input. This design provides an
exceptionally high signal-to-noise
ratio to the head amp for moving-coil
cartridges.

Noise Response of Head Amps for MC Cartridges

A-90's Head Amp Conventional Head Amp
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Our best, most powerful and most versatile model
You'll find the A-90 to be the most

powerful and cleanest sounding amplifier
you've even heard. lt has power to spare -continuous average power output of
200 watts* per channel, min. at 8
ohms, from 20 hertz to 20,000 hertz
with no more than 0.002o/o total
harmonic distortion. Even instantaneous
response peaks, the kind you'll hear with
Compact Discs, are reproduced without a
hint of clipping;and during silent passages,
you'll hear total silence, not a trace of noise
to take away from your listening pleasure.

The secret is that the A-90 is our DC-
servo Dynamic Power Non-Switching
amplifier. Dynamic Power Supply provides
low power supply voltage to the output tran-
sistors during soft passages for higher
efficiency and reduced power loss. But
when the sound becomes louder, the high
voltage power supply comes into action to
provide sufficiently high drive voltage to the
output transistors, thus preventing clipping.
The Dynamic Power Supply is twice as

cartridges uses super-low-noise input FETs.
It generates so little noise that its signalto-
noise ratio of 74dB is almost the theoretical
limit (76d8), according to the transistor
thermal-noise theory. Unusual but useful is
the Line Straight switch which, when used,
allows the program signal to entirely bypass
the tone control and balance potentiometers
and the mode switch. A simpler signal path
means purer ultimate sound quality.

Other features of the A-90 include: non-
magnetic parts for lead wires and resistor
caps to avoid magnetic distortion.

efficient as conventional class-B amplifiers.
This is why the A-90 can deliver a remark-
able 200 watts per channelwithout strain,
and without requiring a heavy duty heat sink
or a huge power supply.

ln the power amp section of the A-90,
we use another Pioneer-exclusive feature,
the Non-Switching configuration. With
switching distortion completely vanquished
and harmonic distortion almost nonexistent,
music acquires a silkier and smoother
quality. The combination of these
technologies - the Dynamic Power Supply
and the Non-Switching configuration - is
only available from Pioneer, the world's
leader in hi-fi technology.

Also responsible for the high power and
low distortion of the A-90 is the use of the
highest quality parts in the low-impedance
power supply, such as a highly-regulated,
low-stray flux toroidal transformer and eight
filter capacitors with a total of 176,000pF
capacitance.

The built-in pre-preamp for MC
*Measured pursuant to the Federal Trade Commission's Trade Regulation Rule on Power Output Claims for Amplifiers.
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clipping is avoided while sufficient driving
voltage is supplied to the transistors during
loud passages. A special feature called
"high f requency on" ensures that high-
frequency high-level signals, no matter
how instantaneous, are reproduced with
accuracy.

The power amp is also of the Non-
Switching configuration, our exclusive
design that prevents output transistors from
switching off. Since transistors don't switch
off, they don't create the switching distortion
common to class-B amps. This winning
combination of two exclusive technologies
has made it possible for you to enjoy inordi-
nately smooth sound at any listening level.

The A-70 is of the two-amp design.
High-level inputs, such as from tape, tuner,
or auxiliary equipment, are fed directly to
the power amplifier. Phono inputs, including
that from a low-level moving-coil cartridge,
are amplified by a high-gain equalizer/ampli-
fier. Simpler and shorter signal routes mean
higher sound purity. The phono circuit uses

N@N SWlrCNtruO

a low-noise dual FET input and a DC servo
to achieve a high 70dB signalto-noise ratio
with moving coil cartridges.

You can enjoy the benefits of an even
simpler and straighter signal path since
we've provided the A-70 with a Line Straight
Switch. lt lets you bypass not only the tone
control circuit but also the loudness circuit.
Other features include LED peak power indi-
cators and LED-equipped slider tone
controls.

A'70 DyNAMrc powER NoN.swrrcHrNG srEREo AM'LTFTER

Simple operation, ample power and great looks
Newer music programs are offering an

ever wider dynamic range, and this is why
you need an amplifier with power to spare,
an ability to respond to momentary power
demands. The A-70 Dynamic Non-Switching
amplifier was designed to tackle the critical
problem of clipping at peak input levels.
It provides continuous average power
output ol 120 watts* per channel,
min. at 8 ohms, from 20 hertz to
20,000 hertz with no more than
0.003% total harmonic distortion.
Let's take a look at just how we've accom-
plished this remarkable feat.

First we've incorporated our Dynamic
Power Supply. Using two level-adjusted high
and low voltage power supplies, it reduces
power loss during operation to one-half
that of conventional class-B power amps.
Therefore, efficiency is increased twofold.
At most times, a low-level power supply
feeds power to the output transistors. But
the moment a musical peak appears, a high-
voltage power supply is turned on. Thus,



Designed to rcprcduce any prcgram souroe with the lowest possible distortion
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ocontinuous average power output
of 100 watts* per chinhel, min. ai g
ohms, from 20 hertz to 20;000 hertz
with no more than 0.007% total
harmonic distortion.
o Dynamic Power Supply: lmproves power
efficiency twofold for higher dynamic power
during peak passages.
o Non.Switching Power Amplifier:
Eliminates switching distortion and drastical-
ly reduces all other types of distortion.
o DC.servo high.gain phono equalizer:
Features low-noise FET input anda DC ser-
vo, allowing the use of any popular types of
cartildges, moving-magnet or moving-coil.
o "Line Straight" switch: provides purest
possible sound quality by bypassing tone
controls and loudness switch.
o LED indicators: For "Line Straightj'
subsonic filter and input selectors (including
tape).
o Other features: Subsonic filter, tape dub-
bing, A/B speaker drive, loudness.

oContinuous average power output
of 70 watts* per cha-nnbl, min. at'g
o!{ns, from 20 hertz to 20,fiD hertz
with no more than 0.009% total
harmonic distortion.
o Non.Switching Power Amplifier:
Eliminates switching distortion and drastical-
ly reduces all other types of distortion while
retaining high efficiency.
o low-noise phono equalizer: Features an
FET input to assure wider dynamic range
and lower distortion from any record.
o LED indicators: lnclude 7-segment
power indicator for each channel and indi-
cators for each input.
o Other features: Tape dubbing, A/B
speaker drive, loudness.

A low'distortion amplifier with easy to use controls

*Measured pursuant to the Federal Trade commission's Trade Regulation Rule on power output claims for Amplifiers.
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Pioneer Tuners
The Technology

Pioneer tuners are at their best when
conditions are not at their best: in urban
areas where the airwaves are crowded with
numerous stations and where interference
and multipath are problems; and in rural,
fringe reception areas where insufficient
signal strength is the problem. Now, no mat-
ter where you live, you can enjoy best FM
(and AM) reception, with least noise and
distortion.

Digital Direct Decoder gets to the
root of the problem to eradicate
noise and distortion

Figure 1 shows a simplified block
diagram of a conventional tuner. An FM
signal is detected and turned into an analog
detector output. lt then goes through an
anti-birdie filter and then on to the multiplex
decoder. Here, the signal is mixed with a
subcarrier, consisting of a series of 3BkHz

(1) RF lnput Wavelorm @) Frequency Spectrum ol
(98MHz cenler lrequency, Detector Ouipui
modulated lkHz lrequency) The L+ R sum signal is seen at
This is the waveform of an FM 1kHz, the pilot at 19kHz, and the'qput The tuned frequency is difference (subcarrier) at 3BkHz.
98MHz. As you see, it suffers The rising response beyond
interference from a neighboring 3BkHz reflects highJrequency
station at 9B.2MHZ. noise.

square waves, and then separated into left
and right channel information. Throughout
these stages, the signal is processed in
analog form. Analog signals are easy prey to
noise and distortion. Moreover, the anti-
birdie filter, used to eliminate noise in the
region beyond 53kHz, tends to take away
part of the program signal and add distor-
tion. Worse, the 3BkHz subcarrier contains
an infinite number of odd-order harmonics,
which results in an increase in harmonic
distortion. lt's surprising that conventional
tuners don't sound even worse than they do!

One solution has been the pulse count
detector. Though it does treat signals in
digital form during detection, in later stages
signals are handled in analog form. Problems
related with signals in analog form, anti-
birdies and 3BkHz square-wave subcarriers
remain.

Look at figure 2. lt's a diagram of our
new F-90 tuner. Signals are turned into a

(3) Frequency Spectra of Output
3l shows the output.of a conventional tuner, and 3-2 that of the
F-90. Each represents the frequency spectrum of the lkHz input
(shown in 1) after demodulation. you see, in addition to the desired
input, a large amount of noise in 3-1, but little noise in 3-2.

Ultra-Wide

series of digital pulses by a pulse converter.
And from then on they remain digital up until
they reach the multiplex decoder, where an
audio output is extracted from the mixture of
digital program signals with a 3BkHz srne-
wave subcarrier. Therefore, signals are
completely immune to contamination by
noise and distortion. Absence of an anti-
birdie filter means lower distortion. Further-
more, the subcarrier that is mixed with the
program signal is a series of sine waves, a
type of signal that contains only a funda-
mental frequency (3BkHz) and no harmonics
whatsoever.

The out-of{his-world specifications of
the Pioneer F-90 tuner featuring a Digital
Direct Decoder are truly spectacular:
0 0095% (mono)and 0.02% (stereo)distor-
tion, 65dB stereo separation, 93dB S/N ratio
(mono), and BSdB selectivity (4OOkHz,
Narrow).

(4) Waveform ol Demodulated Output
4l is the demodulated output from a conventional demodulator,
and 4-2Irom the digital direct decoder. ln 4-1 noise is apparent, but
in 4-2 it's not

Distortion - 0.009s % channel separation
(mono) ,0.02%(stereo) - 65dB

Ultra-Low

I o,-- f
I
di

?l
f oor+
E

The F-90 offers record-low distortion for both mono
and stereo FM.

The F-90 detivers amazing 65dB separation at.lkHz, 
and 50dB over a range f rom 2OHz to lOkHz

At 80dBf input power, signal{o-noise is an
astonishing 93dB (mono), and B6dB (stereo).
Moreover, this high ratio is maintained over a wide
input power range.

Ultra-High
Signalto-Noise Ratio

- 93dB (mono)

Ultra-Sharp
Selectivity

- 85dB (400kHz)

6I
o

#

The F-90 has very
high BSdB alternate
channel selectivity.
This figure is a
measure of the
extraordinary capa-
bilities of the F-90.

Fig.1: Simplified Schematic Diagram
of ConventionalTuner

,^/!trvl/\ /\

Because a conventional detector operates in analog
fashion, it adds noise and distortion to program sigrials.
Moreover, it requires an anti-birdie filtei to-remove"noise
over 53kHz, which itself is a source of distortion. The
alternative - removal of the filter - means significantly
increased noise.

Fig.2: Simplified Schematic Diagram
of Digital Direcl Decoder

The output,.f rom the lF stage is digitally converted direcily
into an audio signal. No anti-birdie filter is required, which
means lower noise and distortion. Also, the subcarrier is a
series of 38kHz srne waves which contain no harmonics at
all, hence no high-frequenclr noise is generated.
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calibrator (Rec Level Check) for easy
recording level adjustments on your tape
deck, and a high-quality AM tuner section

F'90 DrcrrAL DrREcr DE.'DER ruNER

A Digital Direct Decoder for truly spectacular specifications
The Pioneer F-90 is destined to change

all preconceptions about tuners. Reading its
specifications you might mistake them for
those of a state-of-the-art amplifier.
Especially amazing are its stereo separation
of 65dB and its distortion of O OO95%
(mono). The reason for this new level of
performance is the new Digital Direct
Decoder. For details, please refer to the
preceding page.

Other circuits of the F-90 offer
capabilities far beyond those of nearly every
other tuner on the market. A linear front end
for FM improves RF intermodulation
rejection in order to reduce interference
("ghosts") from neighboring stations.
The result is low distortion in the front end.
Another technology in the f ront end, an FET
balanced mixer, assures high stability, while
improving RF intermodulation and other
i nterference rejection capabil ities.

Linear amplification and a high signal-
to-noise ratio are the characteristics of the
tuner's detector. Here, we use a parallel

MOS FET at the input of the lF to achieve
high gain and a high signalto-noise ratio.
Drift js banished and stability improved, for
we use a precision crystal oscillator for the
second mixer (1 26MHz). Reduced noise is
another benefit of this second oscillator.

We've incorporated a useful feature into
this tuner. To permit best possible receptton
at all times, we've included an lF bandwidth
selector with two positions, WIDE and
NARROW. Use WIDE for lowest distortion
and best hiji sound, and NARROW to
improve selectivity to minimize distortion
resulting f rom interference. Either way, you'll
enjoy the best possible sound, whatever the
receiving conditions.

It goes without saying that the F-90 is a
digital synthesizer tuner featurrng driftJree
performance. And for your convenience, it
gives you presets for B FM and B AM
stations for quick instant recall.

Other features are specially selected
parts for better sound, fully static digital
control for low noise, a record level



A slim, easy-to-use tuner featuring our top circuitry

A boon to off.the.air rccordists - a tuner with a built.in programmable timer/clock

o Front end leaturing twin varicaps:
Reduces RF intermodulation and provides
wider dynamic range. By effectively reject-
ing interference and image frequencies,
performance is significantly improved,
particularly in urban areas.
r Digital synthesizer tuner: Drift-f ree per-
formance and pushbutton presets for instant
recall of B FM and B FM stations.
o "Pulse Swallow" frequency synthesis
system: Using an ultrasonic quartz-derived
reference f requency, it contributes to the
high signalto-noise ratio (80d8 for stereo,
BsdB for mono).
o " Direct-Through" multiplex demodu.
lator: Uses non-switching transistors for a
clean stereo signal.
o 2 tuning modes: Auto Search to auto-
matically locate stations, Manual Search to
check every frequency in preset intervals.

o Programmable timer: A microcomputer
controls the timer so that the tuner and
connected equipment turn on at preset
times. Up to three operations a day - two
daily and one onetime only.
o Digital and analog clocks: A colorful
fluorescent panel shows time both in digits
and by hands. The digital display doubles as
a frequency display for the tuner.
o Digital synthesizer tuner: For top tuning
accuracy and presets of B FM and 8 AM
stations.
o Timer setting indicator: Preset times are
shown by lights ringing the analog clock.
o Sleep timer: Set in 1O-minute increments
for up to 24 hours.
o Last channel memory: FM and AM
stations last tuned are automatically tuned
the next time the unit is turned on.
o Memory backup lor station
frequencies.

F 101T euARrz.DrcrrAL syNrHESrzER FM/AM ruNER



Pioneer Cassette Decks
The Technology

With the arrival of the digital audio age,
we decided that it was an opportune time to
go back to the basics and " rethink" the
cassette deck. Our intensive study into
every aspect of cassette deck design culmi-
nated in the development of the most highly
sophisticated decks we have ever offered:
models CT-A9 and CT-A7, each featuring our
new "Reference Master Mechanism." For
the first time, cassette deck performance
has been brought up to the exacting stan-
dards of digital audio. We expect models
CT-A9 and CT-A7 to become the bench-
marks by which all other cassette decks are
judged.

Staggered-resonance closed-loop
dual-capstan drive

Tape tension variations, tape skew, tape
speed variations, etc., are the factors that
prevent the tape from smoothly and accu-
rately running across the heads. Of all tape
drive designs presently known, the closed-
loop dual-capstan drive is considered to be
most effective in assuring smooth and
precise tape flow. lt uses two pinch rollers
and two capstans to provide uniform tape
speed and tape tension,

ln the CT-A9 and CT-A7, we use a
highly sophisticated version of the closed-
loop dual-capstan drive system - we call it
the "Reference Master Mechanism." ln our

"Reference Master Mechanism"

mounting the head block on the chassis, we
use optical instrumentation to avoid even
the minutest alignment discrepancy. Our
attention to detail ensures that the tape runs
smoothly across the heads, with as little
skew, phase variation and azimuth misalign-
ment as technically possible.

4-bit microcomputer control for
smooth, accurate and silent
operation

The tape transport mechanism in the
CT-A9 and CT-A7 operates under supervi-
sion of a 4-bit microcomputer. Working in
combination with a device called an "abso-
lute encoder," it accurately controls the DC
motor through a digital feedback system.
The encoder monitors the positions of all
mechanical parts of the deck, and transmits
this information to the computer. The com-
puter then times and coordinates everything

- power to the reel motor, the cutting in of
the muting circuit, etc. - down to the split
second for smoothest possible operation.
Since no plungers are used, the mechanism
works with total silence. Microcomputer
control also means simplified operation.
For instance, when you place a tape into the
cassette compartment, the door closes, the
tape is positioned and tape slack is taken up

- all automatically thanks to our "Auto
Loading. "

O Level Variation (10kHz)

Conventional
Pioneer Model

O Frequency Analysis ol Wow & Flutter Components

CT-A9

Conventional
Pioneer Model

version, the two capstans differ in diameter
(and, therefore, in rotation speed)as do the
two matched pinch rollers. Peaks in wow
and flutter are thus staggered so as not to
excite resonance. The result is record-low
wow and flutter - only 0.018% (WRMS) in
the CT-A9. Since tape tension is uniform,
modulation noise and level variations are
also reduced.

To assure accurate tape traction and
prevent tape slippage, the perimeter surface
of the capstan is given what we call an "FS
finish." lt further reduces wow and flutter,
modulation noise, output variations and
dropouts to inaudible levels.

ln summary, the Pioneer "Reference
Master Mechanism" results in sound thal
is completely devoid of fuzziness and
muddiness. Transients are reproduced
faithfully, dynamic range is extended, while
noise is essentially eliminated. lt's sound
realism's finest hour.

Precision tape transport and head
block assemblies

ln our "Reference Master Mechanism,"
no part is permitted to vibrate during opera-
tion. The main chassis is a thick steel plate
about 2.5 times as resistant to bending as
the chassis of lesser decks. Tne head block
consists of two pieces of die-cast zinc that
are mounted on the mechanism base. When

O Phase Variation (10kHz)



Ribbon Sendust Heads for wide
dynamic range

Pioneer's top cassette deck models
utilize Ribbon Sendust recording and
playback heads. ln the cores of these heads
are used thin sendust "ribbons," manufac-
tured by an exclusive high technology
process that successfully overcomes the
material's natural inductility.

The Pioneer Ribbon Sendust head
boasts extremely low core loss (for extended
high-f requency response), high playback
sensitivity and low tape f riction noise (for a
better signalto-noise ratio), and high satura-
tion magnetic flux density (for higher output
in the lowto-mid range). Moreover, distor-
tion, particularly of harmful 3rd harmonics,
is drastically reduced too. Cassette tapes
have never offered more extended or more
dynamic performance.

ln our highest performance decks
(CT-A9 and CT-A7), our sendust heads offer
yet another refinement. The gap for the play-
back head has been reduced to a narrow
0.6prm, thereby improving high-f requency
response by about 1.5d8. The heads are
also driven at lower impedance so that
transient response is improved.

Three-head design with record/
playback heads mounted in a
single precision housing

A record head needs a wide gap to
avoid saturation, while a playback head
requires a narrow gap for extended flat
response. So using the same head for
recording and play is a compromise at best.

ln our top three models (CT-A9, CT-A7
and CT-90R), however, we use three sepa-
rate heads for recording, playback and
erasure, giving each the optimum gap width
for its specific function. That's why playback
response of these decks is wide and
extended and why distortion is low.

We have fitted the record and play
heads in a single precision housing to
ensure that the head gaps remain perfectly
parallelwith each other. The design keeps
azimuth error, crosstalk and response
irregularities to a minimum.

Advanced auto-reverse mechanis m
with swivel record/play heads

The CT-90R and CT-70R are our high-
performance auto-reverse models. ln these
decks, the housing that holds the record and
playback heads swivels 180 degrees inside
a micro-precision head holder when the
tape reaches the end. lt turns smoothly with
almost no measurable friction or play thanks
to a special lubricant lining.

Since the same heads and electronics
are used for both sides of a tape, response
and output remain the same. And since the
heads are precision aligned with each other
before mounting in the head housing,
azimuth error cannot occur. Thanks to an
LED sensor system for tape-end detection,
the tape quickly changes direction the
moment the tape/leader joint appears.

Computer controlled transport
featuring 3 direct-drive motors

ln the CT-90R and CT-70R, three direct-
drive motors are used. One directly drives
the capstan (in the forward direction)and
the other two drive the reels. This simplified
mechanism requires no belts or idler wheels
to reduce speed or transmit power, and
therefore offers higher accuracy and
reliability. Controlled by a microcomputer,
these motors operate in perfect harmony,
providing a number of automatic operations.
Finally, these motors are our own coreless
DC-servo Hall types, renowned for their
highly precise and smooth operation.

Pioneer's C.A.C. - Computer-
Aided Convenience

Blank Search - Lets you easily dove-
tail the end of a previous program with the
beginning of a new one. The break between
the new and old recordings is automatically
set at four seconds.

lndex Scan - Lets you automatically
sample the first seven seconds or so of
each. selection on the tape, one right after
another.

Blank Sk/p & Reverse - Lets you skip
long blanks on tapes during playback, and
go quickly to the next song. Blank Skip &
Reverse even lets you skip blanks at the
end and beginning of a tape, as the tape
reverses direction.

Music Repeat - Lets you repeat one
selection, or entire selections on both sides
of a tape, over and over again, up to eight
times.

Real Time Counter - Displays the
amount of tape remaining on the supply reel
in realtime minutes and seconds.

Automatic BLE Tuning System
with MOL Balance

Each tape has specific electromagnetic
characteristics, the most important of which
are bias, level and equalization. Together they
determine overall f requency resBonse, flatness
of high-frequency response, and distortion.

For this reason, Pioneer developed the
Automatic BLE Tuning System. lI automati-
cal/y measures the characteristics of a tape
in use and chooses the optimum values of
bias, level and equalization. A 4-bit micro-
computer is at the heart of the system, and it
takes no more than a few seconds to
optimize any tape.

Now we have made our Auto BLE Tuning
System even more sophisticated and incor-
porated it into our top model, the CT-A9.
It has what we call " MOL Balance. " MOL
stands for Maximum Output Level, the
recording level at which distortion does not
exceed 3 per cent. Beyond that level, distor-
tion becomes so predominant that listening
is unbearable. Also, MOL is frequency-
dependent.

MOL Balance simply lets you adjust
bias so as to maximize MOL depending on
the type of music being recorded. lt offers
three choices - PEAK BIAS, OVERBIAS
and UNDERBIAS. PEAK BIAS offers a flat
MOL over a wide range, which is similar in
response to the f requency spectrum of pop,
rock and vocal music. UNDERBIAS offers a
high MOL at higher f requencies; it has a
response similar to the f requency spectrum
of synthesizer music. Conversely, OVERBIAS
has a higher MOL at lowto-mid frequencies,
a response close to the spectrum of
classical materials.

So by choosing the right MOL for the
type of music you're going to record, you're
assured of the widest possible dynamic
range from each and every tape. And Auto
BLE makes sure that correct equalization is
applied for flat overall response.

Frequency Spectra
of Typical Music Sources
and Tape's MOL Response
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CT'A9 3-HEAD cAssErrE DE.K wrrH "REFEREN.E MASTER MEcHANrsM,,

The new refercnce standard by which all other decks should be judged
ln designing the CT-A9 our engineers

pulled out all the stops. The result is a deck
that is audibly better - wow and flutter
lower than any other deck in existence,
almost no noise or distortion, ruler-flat
response and, best of all, superb sound.

The tape drive system in the CT-A9
we proudly call our "Reference Master
Mechanism." lt uses a Pioneer-perfected
closed-loop dual-capstan drive system that
drastically reduces modulation noise and
levelvariations. The capstan is driven directly
by a Quartz-PLL servo motor, and the overall
result is dramatically reduced wow and
flutter of a barely measurable 0.018%
(WRMS). The entire mechanism is under the
competent control of a 4-bit microcomputer
and absolute encoder that coordinates and
times the mechanism for sure, silent and
reliable operation.

The CT-A9 uses newly redesigned
Ribbon Sendust heads. ln addition to the
standard advantages of Ribbon Sendust
includi ng extended high-f requency response,

this new low-impedance head design offers
an even better signalto-noise ratio and
wider dynamic range. Two Ribbon Sendust
heads are used in the CT-A9, one for record-
ing, the other for playback. ln this way, each
is provided with an optimal head gap.

The CT-A9 features the latest amplifier
technology as well. For instance, a DC play-
back equalizer is directly coupled with the
head using no capacitors. This minimizes
coloration, while improving transient
response. Only specially selected compo-
nents are used for the electric circuits of the
CT-A9, including audio-use capacitors and
metal film resistors.

The Pioneer Auto BLE (Bias, Level and
Equalization) system now features MOL
balance. Like standard BLE, it automatically
adjusts bias, level and equalization so that
every tape delivers wide, flat frequency
response, low distortion, and accurate Dolby
tracking. The new version, additionally, lets
you optimize MOL (Maximum Output Level)
by means of three switches. lt lets you enjoy

a wide dynamic range from any material you
record - electronic music, pop (rock)or
classical.

The CT-A9 is designed for simple opera-
tion too. Auto Loading automatically closes
the door to the cassette compartment and
takes the slack out of the tape. Power Eject
stops the tape, automatically opens the
cassette compartment, and pushes the tape
up. Tape Return stops the tape when the
counter reads "0000" in either the FF or
Rew mode. Auto Monitor lets you hear
SOURCE when the deck is in record stand-
by, and TAPE while recording.

Other features: Dolby. B/C NR, MS
(Music Search), tape/remaining-time
counter, auto tape selector, timer standby,
auto record mute, master level control with
L/R level presets, and 35-segment fluores-
cent level meters with overrecording warn-
ing for each tape type.

(Note. Auto Tape Loader may not work when the
cassette shell is transparent )

*" Dolby" and the double-D symbol are trademarks of Dolby Laboratories Licensing Corporation
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CT' A7 3-HEAD cASsErrE DE.K wrrH "REFEREN.E MASTER MEcHANrsM,,

Exciting new features plus extraordin ary performance
The CT-A7 has many of the same

features as our reference standard CT-A9,
including the "Reference Master Mecha-
nism" and the new Ribbon Sendust Head.
This means that only one other deck we
know of can outperform the CT-A7, and
that's the CT-A9. Yet for all these fealures
and performance, the CT-A7 won't cost you
as much as you think.

The "Reference Master Mechanism" is
our sophisticated closed-loop dual-capstan
drive. lt employs two capstan/pinch roller
sets to ensure that the tape running across
the heads is taut. Since the capstans (and
pinch rollers) have different diameters and
run at different speeds, they provide con-
stant tape tension for better tapeto-head
contact. And since they have staggered
peaks in their wow and flutter response,
resonance is damped. Advantages of our
sophisticated drive mechanism are many:
wow and flutter, modulation noise, level
variations and dropouts are all dramatically
reduced for audibly better sound. Further,

the mechanism is controlled by a 4-bit
microcomputer and absolute encoder, for
foolproof , reliable ope ration.

As in the CT-A9, our new low-impedance
Ribbon Sendust Head is featured in the
CT-A7. lt offers good high-frequency
response, high sensitivity, high MOL and low
distortion across the entire frequency range.
Two are used in the CT-A7 in our discrete
3-head design, one for record and one for
play. They are mounted in the same housing
and precision adjusted for low azimuth error.
Crosstalk and "crossfield" (mutual interfer-
ence between heads) are greatly reduced.
The playback head is direct coupled with
the DC amp for clearer reproduction.

The CT-A7 is easy to operate too. Just
slip a tape into the well;the tape loads itself
into the deck automatically and tape slack is
taken up. Touch the Eject button even during
play and Power Eject stops the tape and
rejects it automatically. Touch the Tape
Return button during FF or Rew and the
tape stops when the counter reads "0000."

Auto Monitor lets you hear SOURCE when
the deck is in record standby, and TAPE
while recording, also automatically. Auto
Record Mute creates 4-second blanks and
stops the tape at the touch of a button.

Other features include: Dolby B/C NR,
MS (Music Search), 4-digit electronic tape
counter, auto tape selector, timer standby,
and 18-segment fluorescent level meters
with overrecording warning for each tape
type

(Note: Auto Tape Loader may not work when the
cassette shell is transparent.)
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Auto-reverse convenience, 3-head precision,
tape tuning accuracy, computer facility

The CT-90R, our best autoreverse
cassette deck, has every feature to make
possible what was previously thought of as
impossible. ln our Ribbon Sendust head, for
instance, wide dynamic range is made com-
patible with extended frequency response;
our unitized swivel heads offer both accu-
rate 3-head performance and auto reverse
convenience. (Off-the{ape monitor is not
possible )

For record and play, we use our own
Ribbon Sendust heads that are precision
mounted in a single housing. Since they are
separale, they each have been given opti-
mum gap widths - wide in the record head
for high sensitivity and low distortion, narrow
in the play head for extended frequency
response. Perfectly aligned gaps reduce
azimuth error, so there is little crosstalk and
degradation of sound.

The reverse mechanism for the heads
uses a swivel design, featuring smooth

action, low noise, and the ability to provide
the same excellent response and output
level f rom both tape sides. Reverse action rs

quick because an LED sensor is used to
detect the leader tape; the rnoment the
leader is deiected, the tape transport
changes the tape running direction.

The tape transport is highly sophisti-
cated and simplified for better performance.
It uses three direct-drive motors, each our
own smooth, cog-free coreless Hall design
for low wow and flutter. They are controlled
by a microcomputer to provide a number of
convenient automatic operations - what
we call C.A.C. (Computer Aided Conve-
nience). These include Blank Search, lndex
Scan, Blank Skip & Reverse, Music Repeat,
and a RealTime Counter, all described in
the introductory pages.

Another computer technology we use in
the CT-90R is the Auto BLE system that
automatically adjusts Bias, Level and Equali-

zation so that the full potential of each and
every tape may be realized. lt only takes
eight seconds for Auto BLE to give you wide
and flat frequency response, low distortion,
and accurate response f rom Dolby recording

- all automatically with the touch of just
one button.

Dolby C noise reduction gives remark-
ably clear sound and wide dynanric range.
Such side effects as breathing and noise
modulation are suppressed to such an
extent that they are hardly audible.



A deck for the audio purist

CT'70 R 3-MoroR AUr.-REVER.E REcoRD AND pLAy cAssErrE DE.K
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.*Filiimote c6ntrol unit JT216 is optional.

An easy to use deck with fine performance and auto-reverse

r Auto-reverse record and playback Use
of a precision swivel record/playback head
means reliability, durability and matched
response and output from both sides of a
tape.
o Three microcomputer-controlled
direet-drive motors: Brushless DGservo
Halltypes, offer smooth, no-cog rotation.
Computer controlled to provide extra
convenience.
o Ribbon Sendust Head: Provides high
signal-to-noise ratio, wide dynamic range
and excellent higli-frequency response. A
perfect match for metaltapes.
o Computer-Aided Convenience: lncluded
are lndex Scan, Blank Search, Blank Skip &
Reverse, Music Repeat.
o Dolby C.type noise reduction system:
Reduces noise by 19dB at SkHz, for wide
range and low-noise tape sound.
o Other features: Dolby B noise reduction,
4-digit electronic tape counter, 12-segment
LED peak level meters, auto tape selector,
remote control terminal, timer standby, one-
touch recording, record mute, memory stop.

convenience

o Quick auto-reverse record/play: Tape
transport reverses itself so quickly, almost
no interruption in the music is noticeable.
o lC full-logic tape transport: For comfort-
able touch operation and direct mode
change.
r Dolby C.type noise reduclion system:
Reduces noise by 19dB at SkHz, for wide
dynamic range and low-noise tape sound.
o Music Search/Skip: Lets you
automatically go back to the beginning of
the song currently playing, or jump ahead to
the beginning of the next one. Also lets you
skip long blanks on tapes and go quickly to
the next song.
o Other features: Dolby B noise reduction,
LED peak level meters, auto tape selector,
remote control, timer standby, record mute.



The programmable double cassette deck

Dubbing and Relay Play are two exciting new features

CT'l 040W DouBLE .ASSETTE DE.K

oEasy dubbing: you can dub from one tape
to another with onetouch ease.
oDirect program search: Lets you select
up to 16 songs and program the order in
which they are played back.
o Random auto edit: Lets you automati-
cally record programmed songs in pro-
grammed order at the touch of a button.
r Relay play: Lets you automatically play
two tapes, one right after the other, in relay
fashion.
oDolby C-type noise reduction: Reduces
noise by about 19dB at SkHz, for wide
dynamic range and low-noise tape sound.
olC full-logic tape transports: For com-
fortable touch operation and direct mode
change.
oOther features: Dolby B noise reduction,
auto tape selector, timer standby, pitch con-
trol (on playonly transport), record mute.

oEasy dubbing: You can easily dub tapes
at normal or double speed.
oSkip Search: Lets you zero in on and play
a song up to 9 ahead, or B behind.
oSynchro recording: At the touch of a
button, both decks start in synchronization

- one playing, the other recording.
o Relay play: Two tapes are played one right
after another in relay fashion.
oOther features: lC full-logic tape trans-
ports, Dolby B noise reduction, LED level
meters, auto tape selector, timer standby,
pitch control (on playonly deck), record
mute.n
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For those who care about the sound of their music

The user-friendly cassette deck

CT501 srEREo cASsErrE DE.K

olC full-logic tape transport: For comfort-
able touch operation and direct mode
change.
oDolby C-type noise reduction system:
Reduces noise by 19dB at SkHz, for wide
dynamic range and low-noise tape sound.
oSkip Search: Lets you zeroin on and play
a song up to 9 ahead, or B behind.
oElectronic 4-digit tape counter: Offers
finer resolution to make indexing easier.
oOne-touch recording: Just a touch of the
RECORD button is all that is necessary to
start recording.
oOther features: Dolby B noise reduction,
LED level meters, timer standby, record
mute.

o Soft-touch tape control: For velvet-
smooth operation.
r Dolby C-type noise reduction system:
Reduces noise by 19dB at SkHz, extending
the usable dynamic range considerably.
o One.touch recording: Just a touch of the
RECORD button is all that is necessary to
start recording.
o Tape selectors: Provide positions for all
popular tape types - metal, chrome and
normal-bias.
o LED level meters: Facilitate the making
of tapes with minimum noise and distortion.
r Timer standby: Permits off-the-air
recording in absentia.
o Dolby B.type noise reduction.



Every necessary feature for great taping results

CT'301 srEREo .ASSETTE DE.K
o Soft-touch tape control: For velvet-
smooth operation.
o Dolby B.type noise reduction system:
Renders tape hiss nearly inaudible, even
during the softest passages.
o One-touch recording: Just a touch of the
RECORD button is all that is necessary to
start recording.
o Tape selectors: Provide positions for all
popular tape types - metal, chrome and
normal-bias.
o LED level meters: Facilitate the making
of tapes with minimum noise and distortion.
o Timer standby: Permits offthe-air
recording in absentia.

*Comes with one reel

RT'909 AUT..REVER'E .'EN.REEL rApE DE.K

The professional sound of open reel
o Precision closed-loop dual-capstan 3-motor drive system.
o Four-head design with monitor capability.
o Auto-reverse playback with infinite repeat.
oAccepts up to 101 l2-inch reels for hours-long recording.
o Symmetrical tape path for better tape{o-head contact.
o Touch operated logic control tape transport.
o Professional specs: Frequency response Irom 20Hz to 2BkHz (* 3dB),

signal-to-noise ratio better than 6OdB, wow and flutter less than 0.040k
(wRMS)

o Fluorescent peak level indicator, independent bias/EQ selection, pitch
control, timer start, microphone/line mixing.

RT'707 AUT..RE'ERSE .'EN.REEL rApE DE.K

The choice of demanding audiophiles
o Precision closed-loop dual-capstan 3-motor drive system.
o Four-head design with monitor capability.
o Auto-reverse playback with infinite repeat.
o Accepts up to 7-inch reels for hours-long recording.
o Symmetrical tape path for better tapeto-head contact.
o Touch operated logic control tape transport.
r Superb specs: Frequency response f rom 30Hz lo 24kHz (+ 3dB), signal-

to-noise ratio better than SBdB, wow and flutter less than 0.05% (WRMS)
o Vertical VU meters, pitch control, independent bias/EQ selection, micro-

phone/line mixing.

*Comes with one reel



Pioneer Turntables
The Technology

lf you feel that playing records on a turn-
table involves too much trouble and too
much care, you haven't seen Pioneer's new
lineup of turntables. Each is easy to use, and
most are fully automatic with pushbutton
operation. All are designed not only for
smooth operation but also for excellent
sound reproduction. We care about sound,
so should you. Here are some of Pioneer's
newest technologies that help give you great
sound.

Dynamic Resonance Absorber for
better yet performance from our
low-mass PG* tone arms

As any audio pundit knows, the mission
of a tone arm is to allow the cartridge to
faithfully follow the record groove, extracting
signals incised on the groove walls, yet
without picking up extraneous vibration. Yet
most tone arms excite resonance to such a
degree that vibration, even slight, is inevita-
ble, resulting in more distortion and colora-
tion in the reproduced sound.

For this very reason, we conducted in-
depth research into tone arm resonance.
Some of the processes we used in our

studies included computer simulations and
computer analysis (Fast Fourier Transform
technique, for instance). We now feel that
we know more about this persistent
phenomenon than anyone else. The proof is
the DRA, or Dynamic Resonance Absorber,
we recently developed for our turntables.

The DRA is a complex resonator that is
fitted on the tone arm shaft. lt consists of
an optimally viscous damper and a weight.
Every time the tone arm is moved by a
positive force caused by vibration or
resonance, it applies a compensating
negative force. ln other words, the devige
absorbs any vibration applied to the tone
arm. The result is that the stylus at the tip of
the arm picks up only the signals in the
groove. So completely are spurious signals
caused by vibration and resonance elimi-
nated that they are no longer of any con-
cern. The end to the problem of vibration
and resonance means clearer sonic imag-
ing and richer, tighter reproduction.

The arm to which we fit the DRA is
special too: lt is constructed out of a
Pioneer-exclusive material we call Polymer
Graphite or PG. lt has low mass, and high
rigidity and internal loss. Therefore, it is

more resistant to resonance and has less
apparent sound of its own than most other
tone arms made of, for instance, aluminum.
Again, in deciding on PG, designing the arm
contour, and determining optimum weight
distribution, we were aided by our powerful
computer analysis system.

(.PG (Polymer Graphite) is a trademark of
Pioneer.)

Stable Hanging Rotor* for smooth
motor rotation

The motor in every one of our turn-
tables uses a Stable Hanging Rotor. This
design places the fulcrum of the motor
immediately below the platter on a truncated
spindle. The fulcrum exactly coincides with
the center of gravity of the platter. As a
result, spindle wobble is eliminated; and loss
of momentum due to spindle slippage is
avoided.

("Stable Hanging Rotor is a trademark of
Pioneer.)

Construction of
Dynamic Resonance Absorber Three-Dimensional Cumulative lmpulse Response

Tone Burst
lnput Signal

lnput/Output
Output Signal

3iimensional cumulative impulse response depicts
how a tone arm responds to a 0.24-second
pulse. Response is sliced into 40 equal sections,
timed f rom the moment the pulse is first applied.
Response is shown in three dimensions with
f requency, response (level) and time as parameters.

Cumulative attack response lets you know how the
tone arm responds to a pulse f rom the moment when
it is applied to lhe moment when the arm reaches a
steady state. The fewer violent undulations it
contains, the better response is.

Cumulative decay response is indicative of how
the tone arm responds f rom the moment a pulse is
cut of{ to the moment when the arm reaches a
steady state. Ridges in the response are proof that
the tone arm is resonating mechanically at the
f requency where these ridges lie. To your ears,
resonance is heard as a lingering tone even after the
signal is no longer being applied.

The response of a tone arm titted with the Dynamic
Resonance Absorber contains lewe r undulations
than does that of an arm without the DRA, and the
undulations themselves are low and smooth. ln addi-
tion, there are no clear ridges seen in the chart -proof that it performs far better than the conventional
tone arm.

(Arm withoul DRA)

A series of ten 400H2 sine-wave signals (tone bursts) f rom the
DA converter of a computer is used as a source of vibration
(left trace). This vibration is applied to two tone arms, one with
the Pioneer Dynamic Resonance Absorber, and one without.
The output of each tone arm is then measured.

As you see in the right trace, the output from the DRAJitted
tone arm is a very close approximation of the input signal.
Both its attack and decay responses are fast. But the
response ot the tone arm lacking the DRA (center trace) does
not closely resemble the input signal. Both attack and decay
responses are not quick enough.

Conventional Tone Arm

Response
Output Signal

l2

500 t000 0 500 t000
SEC IO' SFO

DRA-Fitled Tone Arm
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Quartz-PLL servo with Periphery
Integration and corcless motor -for utmost speed stabillty and
accuracy

ln our turntables we use precision
motors - coreless servo motors. Their
designs don't call for the use of cores or
slots, therefore small speed deviations
known as cogging are completely banished,
for smooth, ripple-free rotational torque.
This provides our coreless servo motor with
a high signalto-noise ratio and low wow and
flutter. Moreover, switching of magnetic
poles is accomplished by semiconductor
Hall elements, not mechanical brushes,
leading to a total absence of switching
noise.

And in all our turntables except models
PtS30 and PL-44FS, the motors are con-
trolled by a highly precise speed control
system - a Quartz-PLL servo with
Periphery lntegration. This system compares
a reference signal from a quarlz crystal
oscillator for phase difference with a speed-
proportional signal from a speed-detector
system in the motor. Any difference in
phase, which represents speed error, is
compensated for instantly, locking the plal
ter speed with the quartz signal in the PLL
(Phase-Locked Loop) ci rcuitry.

To obtain the speed-proportional signal
from the motor, we've employed another
elaborate device - the Periphery lntegra-
tion system. lt utilizes magnetic poles
printed on the underside of the rotor magnet
housing and the coils printed on the circuit
board to generate hundreds of pulses every
rotation that are compared with the quartz
reference frequency. lts effectiveness lies in
its uncanny responsiveness to changes in
dynamic loading conditions due to warps,
eccentricities, etc.

Construction of Coreless Direct Drive Motor

Vibration Altenuation Response of Tubular PG Tone Arm
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The material used in the construction oi a tubular tone
arm should have high strength and demonstrate high
internal loss. ln measuring internal loss, each material is

struck by a hammer. Vibrations caused by this shock
are converted into an electrical voltage. Thus, the width
of the attenualion response is proportional to the
amount of voltage generated by the shock-induced
vibration. Pioneer's PG tone arm, because of its high
internal loss, quickly attenuates spurious vibrations; they
can't muddy sound quality.
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Pioneer turntables mount both plug.in and
universal type cartridges
Pioneer turntables come equipped with a
universal type headshell that mounts any of
the many hundreds of cartridges currently on
the market. ln addition, except for the
PL-1800S, PL-88FS and PL-44FS, they all
include a new plug-in cartridge connector that
accepts quick-mount snap-in type cartridges.

This is the standard logo mark for the plug-in
cartridge connector system. Any cartridges
carrying this mark are compatible with any
turntables or tone arms carrying the same
mark.

Printed Pattern Coils



P L'707 euARrz-pLL FULL' AUroMArc T,RNTABLE

A turntable that places sound quality first
This is a turntable we are rightfully proud

of, and if you own one you'll know why. lt
features our latest technology in all areas of
turntable design, not the least of which is
the new DRA, or Dynamic Resonance
Absorber.

A result of extensive computer modal
analysis, the DRA eliminates a type of
resonance that conventional tone arm
designs cannot. lt permits the arm to accu-
rately extract information from the record
groove for better clarity and finer definition.

The tone arm on which the DRA is fitted
is made of a Pioneer-exclusive material
known as PG, or Polymer Graphite. Rigid,
lightweight and able to quickly disperse
vibration, it has made resonance - and
mistracking caused by it - a worry of
the past.

The PL707 is easy to use, for it features
microcomputer controlled ful ly automatic
operation. A separate motor is used for the
tone arm that is under the control of a
computer, as is the platter motor. The com-
puter is responsible for changing speeds,
stopping the motors and moving the tone
arm. Operation is dependable and fail-safe.
lf, for instance, you try to play a record
before you unclamp the tone arm, no harm
will be done because the computer will
countermand the play command you've
given.

For utmost rotational accuracy and
smoothness, the platter of the PL-707 is

driven directly by our Quartz-PLL coreless
motor with Stable Hanging Rotor. Since cog-
ging and fluttering are eliminated, the motor
boasts very low wow and flutter, along with

tml /FO
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a very high signal-to-noise ratio.
We've extended our anti-resonance

philosophy to the cabinet of the PL707 too.
The motor and tone arm are mounted on a
solid, non-resonant high-density cabinet.
It sits on low-center-of-gravity insulators that
effectively shut out shocks, jolts and air-
borne vibrations applied to the cabinet during
play. lt does not matter what the frequencies
of these external sources of mistracking and
muddy reproduction are, for our insulation
system is equally effective against them all.

Note: Cartridge is not included in price. Universal type
headshell is standard.



Tames resonance for clearer sound

P L'S70 euARrz-pLL FULL' AUroMArc T'RNTABLE
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o Dynamic Resonance Absorber: A com-
plex resonator fitted on the arm eliminates
resonance-induced vibration, adding clarity
to sound.
o Coreless DC direct.drive motor with
Stable Hanging Rotor: Provides smooth
rotation and perfect stability.
r Quartz.PLL servo plus Periphery
lntegration: lnstantaneous error compensa-
tion for rock-steady platter-speed accuracy.
o Rigid, low.mass straight PG tone arm:
Tames resonance for better tracking.
o Fully automatic operation: lncluding
auto record size selection, record detection,
repeat, quick play.
o Up-front controls: For easy hands-off
operation.

Note:Cartridge is not included in price. Universal type
headshell is standard.

r Dynamic Resonance Absorber: A com-
plex resonator fitted on the arm eliminates
resonance-induced vibration, adding clarity
to sound.
r Coreless DC direct.drive motor with
Stable Hanging Rotor: Provides smooth
rotation and perfect stability.
o Quartz-PLL servo plus Periphery
lntegration: lnstantaneous error compensa-
tion for rock-steady platter-speed accuracy.
o Rigid, low.mass straight PG tone arm:
Tames resonance for better tracking.
o Fully automatic operation: lncluding
auto record size selection, record detection,
quick play.
r Up-front controls: For easy hands-off
operation.

Note:Cartridge is not included in price. Universal type
headshell is standard.

lTD,,m*

More automatic operations than you can think of

P L'S50 euARrz.pLL FULL' AuroMArc T'RNTABLE
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Auto-return convenience and Quartz-PLL accuracy

o Dynamic Resonance Absorber: A com-
plex resonator fitted on the arm eliminates
resonance-induced vibration, adding clarity
to sound.
o Goreless DC direct-drive motor with
Stable Hanging Rotor: Provides smooth
rotation and perfect stability.
o Quartz-PLL servo plus Periphery
lntegration: lnstantaneous error compensa-
tion for rock-steady platter-speed accuracy.
o Rigid, low-mass straight PG tone arm:
Tames resonance for better tracking.
o Auto-return convenience: Cont rols,
including cueing, are up front for easy
access.

Note: Cartridge is not included in price. Universal type
headshell is standard.

o Dynamic Resonance Abso6er: A com-
plex resonator fitted on the arm eliminates
resonance-induced vibration, adding clarity
to sound.
r DG-servo belt-drive motor with Stable
Hanging Rotor: For speed accuracy and
platter stability.
o Rigid, low-mass straight PG tone arm:
Tames resonance for better tracking.
r Auto-return convenience: Controls,
including cueing, are up front for easy
access. After play, the arm automatically
returns to rest.

Note: Cartridge is not included in price. Universal type
headshell is standard.

The belt-drive turntable redefined
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The turntable that will turn a lot of heads

P L'450 AUro.REruRN BELT.DRT'E T,RNTABLE
o Mass-concentrated low.mass stralght
tone arm: Highly sensitive, non-resonating
design for better tracking and better sound.
o DC'servo belt.drive motor with Stable
Hanging Rotor: Beltdrive system prevents
the transmission of motor vibration, Stable
Hanging Rotor improves stability.
o Auto-return convenience: Arm
automatically returns to rest after play, and
motor stops.
o Up-front controls: Controls, including
cueing, are up f ront for easy access.
o Plug-in cartridge connector: Cartridges
can be replaced in seconds; solid
connections are automatically made.

o Tangential tracking: For reduced track-
ing error, which means better defined sound
with lower distortion.
o Non-contact linear motor for arm
movement: For high signalto-noise ratio
and smooth arm tracking.
o Rigid, short low.mass straight PG tone
arm: Tames resonance for better tracking.
o Coreless DC direct.drive motor with
Stable Hanging Rolor: Provides smooth
rotation and perfect stability.
o Quartz.PLL servo plus Periphery
lntegration: lnstantaneous error compensa-
tion for rock-steady platter-speed accuracy
with any load.
o Computer controlled fully automatic
operation: Fully protects arm and motor
f rom improper operation.
o Universal cartridge connector: Any
standard cartridge of your choice can be
used.
o High-output moving-coil cartridge
(PC-6MC): Musical clarity, excellent tran-
sient response, user replaceable stylus.
Connects directly to amp's MM phono
terminals.



A microcomputer controlled
with hands-off direct access

turntable
to any song on a record

P L.88 FS PR.GRAMMABLE, FR'NT.L'ADING TURNTABLE

GDPEffi

o Front-loading design and stackable:
Constructed to support up to an B8-pound
load on top.
r Computer programmed automatic
conveniences:

Programmable Play - Play back a total
of B songs, or 14 if some are repeated, in
any order.

lndex Scan - The first ten seconds or
so of every song may be played, one right
after the bther.

Skip Play - Jump right to the next
song.

Repeat Play - Repeat any song or
songs you've chosen.
o Double Eye and Mdress Sensors: For
accurate random access cueing, and
speedy automatic operations.
o Coreless DC direct-drive motor with
Stable Hanging Rotor: Provides smooth
rotation and perfect stability.
o Quartz-PLL servo plus Periphery
lntegration: For rock-steady platter-speed
accuracy.
o High-output moving-coil cartridge
(PC-41MC): Directly connects to amp's MM
phono terminals.

o Front.loading design and stackable:
Constructed to support up to an B8-pound
load on top.
o Repeat Play: Lets you hear the same side
of a record over and over.
o Fully automatic operation: Featured are
automatic record size selection, record
presence monitor and automatic end-of-play
return.
o DC-servo belt-drive motor with Stable
Hanging Rotor: For excellent speed
accuracy and platter stability.
o H igh-output moving-coil cartridge
(PC-SMC): User replaceable stylus, directly
connects to amp's MM phono terminals.

The front-loading turntable that thinks
it's a cassette deck
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Pioneer Speaker Systems
The Technology

Over the years we have introduced
many significant speaker refinements in our
quest for absolute realism. Two important
achievements are highlighted in this year's
speaker system lineup: Polymer Graphite
(PG) in the woofers and midranges, and
ribbon diaphragms in the tweeters. Both
were developed to take advantage of new
digital music sources like PCM and
Compact Discs.

Pioneer Polymer Graphite cones

- for exciting realism and wide
dynamic range.

A speaker cone should respond to the
input signal accurately for faithful music
reproduction. ln practice, however, this is
easier said than done. Cones, in particular
paper cones, are prone to breakup, a
phenomenon that occurs when a section of
the cone starts vibrating independently at
little provocation, thus generating distortion.
Cone breakup can be reduced by construct-
ing the cone out of an inflexible material like
metal. But metal cones tend to resonate, or
keep ringing even after the signal has been
removed. This adds coloration to the sound.
ln other words, a paper speaker cone would
be ideal if it had the stiffness of a metal
cone. And a metal cone would be ideal if it
had the "internal loss" of a paper cone in
order to damp resonance.

Pioneer has developed a cone material
that possesses the best properties of both
metal and paper cones. lt's called Polymer
Graphite (or "PG" for short). lt's stiff yet has
excellent damping qualities. lt generates
significantly less distortion than either

Transient Response

Aluminum Cone

material. And it has very high power linearity
as well as excellent transient response.

What this all means is that any wide-
dynamic-range source - be it the new
Compact Disc format, or digitally mastered
or direct-to-disc recordings - will be heard
with a new sense of tightness down to the
lowest frequencies, whatever the input level.

Pioneer ribbon tweeters - direct
driven diaphragms for new
airiness and accuracy

ln new Pioneer ribbon tweeters, we
have eliminated voice coils entirely; the entire
diaphragm is the voice coil, radiating sound
directly. This reduces weight for better tran-
sient response, allowing the entire surface
to respond more uniformly. Additionally, the
ribbon is fixed at two edges, not at all four.
The ribbon surface can thus respond with
better piston-like motion. Therefore it suffers
little breakup even at high input levels.
Overall, Pioneer's new ribbon tweeters,
whether of beryllium or aluminum, provide
wider frequency range, better transient
response, higher power linearity, and lower
distortion. They have the ability to reproduce

far wider dynamic range than any competing
tweeter designs.

Mirror-image pairs - for better
definition

To give you better definition, our
speaker systems are specifically designed
for left-channel or right-channel use, with
the midranges and tweeters arranged in

mirror-image fashion.

High maximum power capability
to let you enioy the full dynamics
of your music

New digital sources like Compact Discs
and PCM encoded tapes provide a dynamic
range of as much as 90dB. To play such
sources, speaker systems must have a high
maximum power handling capacity. Pioneer
speaker systems can handle massive
amounts of input power - f rom lhe 240
watts of the 5-1010 to the 120 watts of the
5-510. To do so, they use large, heavy
magnets and heavy-duty voice coils in all
drivers. Cabinets are heavily constructed to
prevent unwanted resonance.

Pioneer Ribbon Tweeter
Output (lower trace) is a near replica ol
input (upper trace), indicative of the
diaphragm's f lat response over a wide
range and superb transient response.

Tone Burst Response (20kHz)

Paper Cone Tweeter
Slow attack and lingering decay in output
(lower trace) indicate poor high-
frequency response due lo cone
breakup.

Solt Dome Tweeter
Overshoots and lingering decay in output
(lower trace) confirms the diaphragm's
tendency to sulfer high-frequency energy
IOSS.

Unless midranges and tweeters in each pair of multi-way
speaker systems are aligned with the center axis of their
cabinets, midrange- and high-f requency sound f rom the two
stereo channels will reach the listener at different times.
This is true even if the listener is sitting midway between the
two speakers. The result is phase shift and a difference in

apparent sound pressure level, which causes unstable
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sound localization and poor sound imaging.
By mounting our speaker units in a symmetrical

manner - that is, in mirror-image fashion - sound
reaches the listener without phase shift and at the same
level (if signals applied to both channels are of equal force).
Sonic imaging is clear and stable.

()



For the you-are-there realism of a live performance

S'1010 FLooR-srANDrNG 
''EAKER 
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A formidable combination of high power and excellent definition

Ag
p3ryl,tt1 61lplllTt Walnut veneer cabinet with particleboard for rear

panel.

o Pionee/s newly.developed PG cone
diaphragms:

101/4-inch (26cm) PG cone woofer
provides rich bass with fast transient
response, and flat, smooth output over a wide
power range.

212-inch (6.6cm) PG midrange Ior
natural presence. Low distortion and superb
transient response are combined.
o Pioneeds beryllium ribbon tweeter: For
better transient response and low distortion
thanks to direct sound radiation.
o 14-3f16-inch (36cm) passive radiator:
For crisp, low distortion bass reproduction.
o Symmetrical speaker arrangement
("mirror imagef): For better definition.
o Level controls for mids and highs: Let
you match speaker response with the
acoustics of your room.
o Attractive real walnut veneer finish.
o Wide frequency response, 28Hz to
50,000H2; high power capability, 240 watts
maximum.

o Pionee/s newly.developed PG cone
diaphragms:

12-inch (30cm) PG cone woofer
provides rich bass with fast transient
response, and flat, smooth output over a wide
power range.

4-inch (1)cm) PG midrange for natural
presence. Low distortion and superb tran-
sient response are combined.
o Pioneefs beryllium ribbon tweeter: For
better transient response and low distortion
thanks to direct sound radiation.
o Symmetrical speaker arrangement
("mirror imaget): For better definition.
r Level controls for mids and highs: Let
you match speaker response with the
acoustics of your room.
o Walnut vinyl finish.
o Wide frequency response, 30Hz to
50,000H2; high power capability, 240 watts
maximum.

Vinyl-covered cabinet is f inished in simulated walnul
grain, with particleboard for rear panel.

S'910 B'.KSHELF 
''EAKER 
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Tailored for the digital age

/FO"
P0tYMt[ 8ntPlilft

o Pioneefs newly-developed PG cone
diaphragms:

l2-inch (30cm) PG cone woofer
provides rich bass with fast transient
response, and flat, smooth output over a wide
power range.

4-inch (1)cm) PG midrange for natural
presence. Low distortion and superb tran-
sient response are combined.
o Pionee/s aluminum ribbon tweeter: For
better transient response and low distortion
thanks to direct sound radiation.
o Symmetrical speaker arrangement
("mirror imagel): For better definition.
o Level control for highs: Lets you match
speaker response with the acoustics of your
room.
o Walnut vinyl finish.
o Wide frequency response, 33Hz to
50,000H2; high power capability, 180 watts
maximum.

Vinyl-covered cabinet is f inished in simulated walnut
grain, with particleboard for rear panel.

o Pionee/s newly-developed PG cone
diaphragms:

|)lnch (25cm) PG cone woofer
provides rich bass with fast transient
response, and flat, smooth output over a wide
power range.

1-U4-inch (4.5cm) PG midrange lor
natural presence. Low distortion and superb
transient response are combined.
o Pioneefs aluminum ribbon tweeter: For
better transient response and low distortion
thanks to direct sound radiation.
o Symmetrical speaker arrangement
("mirror imagel): For better definition.
o Level control for highs: Lets you match
speaker response with the acoustics of your
room.
o Walnut vinyl finish.
o Wide frequency response, 35Hz to
50,000H2; high power capability, 120 watts
maximum.

Vinyl-covered cabinet is finished in simulated walnut
grain, with particleboard for rear panel.

An affordable PG cone speaker system

/FO"
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TURBO PLUS with EBD for smooth, extended bass

CS'705 B.'KSHELF 
''EAKER 

sysrEM wrrH 1s.3/4.rNcH wooFER

For real bass that you can feel - TURBO PLUS

o Extra-large 15.3/4.inch (40cm) woofer
with EBD (Electronic Bass Drive): For
smooth lows extending to 20H2.
o 4-3l4-inch (12cm) cone midrange: For
excellent presence.
o Horn tweeter: Equipped with an acoustic
lens for well-dispersed highs with excellent
definition.
o Ribbon supertweeter: Extends response
to and beyond the limits of human hearing
to ensure utmost realism.
o Three tone selectors: Choose the
position that's best for each type of music.
o LED power indicators: Four green LEDs
show input level, red LED warns of
overload.
o Wide frequency response: From 20Hz
to 40,000H2; high power capability, 200
watts maximum music power.

Vinyl-covered cabinet is finished in simulated walnut
grain, with particleboard for rear panel.

o Large 12-inch (30cm) woofer with EBD
(Electronic Bass Drive): For smooth lows
extending Io 25H2.
o 4.3/4-inch (12cm) cone midrange: For
excellent presence.
o Horn tweeter: Equipped with an acoustic
lens for welldispersed highs with excellent
def inition.
I Ribbon supertweeter: Extends response
to and beyond the limits of human hearing
to ensure utmost realism.
o Three tone selectors: Choose the
position that's best for each type of music.
o LED power indicators: Green LED
indicates safe operation, red LED indicates
overload.
o Wide frequency response: From 25Hz
to 40,000H2; high power capability, 150
watts maximum music power.

Vinyl-covered cabinet is finished in simulated walnut
grain, with particleboard for rear panel.

CS'605 BooKsHELF 
''EAKER 
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Compact size, full.size sound

CS'405 BooKsHELF 
''EAKER 

sysrEM wrrH l'.rNcH wooFER
o High-power l2.inch (30cm) woofer:
High efficiency magnetic circuit and high-
temperature voice coil for high power
capacity and full bass.
o 4-inch (10cm) cone midrange: Use of
heat-resistant voice coil and lightweight
cone mean crisp, clean mids.
o Ribbon tweeter: Extended response, low
distortion, crisp, delicate highs.
o Wide frequency response: From 40Hz
to 40,000H2; high power capability, 120
watts maximum music power.

Vinyl-covered cabinet is Jinished in simulated walnut
grain, with particleboard for rear panel.

A compact slrstem leatudng double normal bass output thanks to Pioneer EBD
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o EBD (Electronic Bass Drive) System:
For extended bass response and wide
dynamic range.
r Compact size: 7-3116 inches (18.2cm)
wide and deep, 10-1iB inches (25.7cm) high.
o 6-1/2-inch (16cm) woofer: A rigid and tight
PG cone provides crisp and transient lows.
o f-inch (2.5cm) soft.dome tweeter: For
brilliant highs.
o Solid enclosure: Resonance-resistant
design uses thick, heavy materials.
o Frequency response,45Hz to
20,000H2; power capability, 90 watts
maximum.

40"
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Add-on Components
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M4,100
MULTI-MIXING AMPLI FIER

The great mixing machine - 6
inputs, parametric equalization
and electronic echo
o 6 inputs for mixing: The MAl00 accepts
and mixes one tape, one source and four
additional inputs - a grand total of six inputs.
The last four may be any combination of
electric instruments (guitars, etc.) and mikes.
o Panpots for the additional inputs (ch. 1

through 4): Let you move and fix the sonic
image anywhere within the stereo sound field.
o Echo, chorus and duet: To each of the
six individual inputs, the MA-100 can apply
one special effect in addition to echo.
Chorus adds a backup group to a solo act;
duet turns a solo into a duet.
o BBD (Bucket Brigade Device) elec-
tronic echo: For natural, low-distortion
application of echo. Adjustable over a
3-second range.
o Parametric equalizer for two inputs
(ch. 3 and 4): Select two f requencies -any low f requency between 100H2 and
900H2, and any high frequency between
lkHz and 13kHz. Gain for each selected
f requency is variable over a + 10dB range.

cA-100
TAPE CREATING AM PLIFIER

For everyone serious about taping

- auto fader, 7-band graphic
equalizer, mike mixing, more
o Automatic fader: Easily and smoothly
cross two program sources, fading one
(tape) in while fading the other (tuner or
turntable)out.
o Cross Point selector: At the infinity posi-
tion, only after one source has completely
faded out does the other fade in. At - 20dB
and - 6dB positions, fade-ins and -outs
overlap, more so at the - 6dB position.
o 7-band graphic equalizer: Lets you
equalize tape, phono, tuner or mike sound to
create your own personal sound. Adjustable
f requency range is f rom 60Hz to 1SkHz.
o BBD electronic echo: Apply echo to the
two mike inputs; duration is adjustable up to
a full two seconds. BBD means more natural
application of echo with lower distortion.
o Panpot for microphone: Lets you posi-
tion mike sound anywhere between your
speakers, or move the sound from one point
to another.
o LED level meters: Double as fader
indicators.
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SG.90
17-BAN D GRAPHIC EQUALIZER

Designed for top equalizing
accuracy and versatility
o 2/3-octave 17-band equalizer for true
versatility: Provided are 17 controls per
channel, covering a range f rom '16H2 Io 25kHz.
o Low distortion (0.0010/o,Irom 20Io
20,000H2, all controls at flat), and a high
signalto-noise ratio (1 20dB).
o Auto fader: Helps you create your own
tapes with professional fade-ins and fade-
outs between songs.
o Adjustable control level: + 12dB for normal
use, +6dB for delicate critical adjustments.
o EQ switches: Let you equalize a program
source while recording unequalized.
"Reverse response" lets you perform tape
noise reduction automatically.
o 2.deck connection: Lets you apply equali-
zation as you dub tapes.

SG.60
12.BAND GRAPHIC EQUALIZER

Achieve flat response in any
listening room
o One-octave equalizer:.12 controls per
channel, f rom 16Hz lo 32kHz, give you com-
plete tonalversatility. Levels may be adjusted
up to +12d8, with indents every 2dB.
r Equalizer recording: Equalized sound
may be recorded on a connected tape deck.
ln this way, scratch and hiss noise can be
eliminated as you dub records and tapes.
o lnput attenuator control: Continuously
adjusts input level from full to complete
mute. Doubles as fader.
o 2 tape monitor connections: Let you hear
two tape decks and dub between the two.
o LED indicators: Show power, EQ defeat
and record-out program.
o Low-noise, low-distortion circuitry.
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sG-50(M)
1 O.BAN D G RAPH IC EQUALIZER/SPECTRUM
ANALYZER

Equalizer, spectrum analyzer and
everything else necessary to
achieve perfectly llat response
r One-octave equallzet 10 controls
adjust both channels simultaneously, with
f requency range Irom 32Hz to 16kHz.
o Built-in 10-band spectrum analyzer:
Bands matched with equalizer controls.
Permits precise monitoring of frequency
makeup of sound. Level control and on/off
switch provided.
o Pink noise generator and calibrated
microphone (supplied): Allow you to easily
compensate for the acoustics of your room,
to attain optimally flat response.

sG-540
7.BAND GRAPHIC EQUALIZER

An easy to use equalizer that
matches any system
o 7 equalizer controls per channel:
Versatile enough to compensate for room
acoustics, speaker response, etc.
o LED-lit slide controls: Graphically show
the overall shape of the equalization curve.
o Equalizer recording: Equalized sound
can be recorded on a connected tape deck.
ln this way, scratch and hiss noise can be
eliminated as you dub records and tapes.
o Tape monitor switch: Lets you connect
and hear a connected tape deck.
o Low-noise, low.distortion circuitry.
o Low silhouette.
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SR.6O
REVERBERATION AM PLIFIER

Add life to your music
o Effect selector: Three positions are
offered.

REVERB - Adds echo to reverb
components only when there's a fixed
sound image at center of stereo spread.
Turns your listening room into a concert hall

ECHO - Applies echo to all signals.
DUET - Makes a solo singer sound

like a duet.
o Reverb level control: Continuously adjusts
the reverb time over 0 to 3 second range.
o BBD (Bucket Brigade Device)
reverberation amp: For natural, low-
distortion application of reverberation.
o Time/depth display: Shows the amount
of reverb as a pleasing visual effect.
o Reverb recording: Allows you to record
music with reverb added.
o Line output.

RG.60
DYNAMIC PROCESSOR

Enjoy the thrill of a live performance
from your records and tapes
o Dynamic expansion control: Enables
you to expand dynamic range in 3dB steps
lrom 4 to 16d8, to restore the dynamic peaks
and valleys of the original performance
taken out during masterlng and mixdown.
o Fluorescent level indicator: Shows the
effect of dynamic expansion with precision
and responsiveness.
o Noise reduction: Loud passages are
made louder, soft passages softer. Unlike a
"closed" (two-way) noise reduction systems
like Dolby NR or dbx*, the RG-60 is an
"open" system with the ability to reduce
noise in any program material.
r Top-notch specifications: Patch the unit
into the adaptor or tape loop of your amp or
receiver with confidence - its hi{i specifi-
cations are superb.
* "dbx" is a trademark of dbx lnc.

DT-s40
ELECTRONIC DIGITAL TIMER

For time-shift record:ng and
wakeup calls
o 24-hour cycle design: Lets you turn your
entire hi-fi system (or a deck and tuner
alone) on and off once every day.
o 1-minute accuracy: Turn connected equip-
ment on and off at precisely the right times.
o Sleep timer: Turns off connected equip-
ment in any time increment from 1 minute to
t hour 59 minutes, automatically.
o Convenient time and adjust controls:

SECOND RESET sets the time accu-
rately down to the second.

REVERSE lets you backtrack if you
inadventently go beyond the intended setting.
o Manual AC on/off mode.
o Two AC outlets.



Specifications
Receivers

sx.v90 SX.60 SX.5O sx.40 sx-303 sx.202
AMPLIFIER SECTION

Continuous Power Output Continuous average
power outpul of 125
watts* per channel,
min. at 8 ohms from
20 hertz lo 20,000 hertz
with no more than
0.005% totalharmonic
distortion

Continuous average
power output of 80
walts* per channel,
min. at 8 ohms from
2Oherlz to 20,000 hertz
with no more than
0.005% totalharmonic
distortion

Continuous average
power output ol 50
watts* per channel,
min. at 8 ohms lrom
20 hertz to 20,000 hertz
with no more than
0.007 o/o total harmonic
distortion

Continuous average
power output ol 38
watts* per channel,
min. at 8 ohms lrom
20 hertz to 20,000 hertz
with no more than
O.O2o/o total harmonic
distortion

Continuous average
power output of 45
watts* per channel,
min. at 8 ohms from
40 hertz to 20,000 hertz
with no more than
0.3% totalharmonic
distortion

Continuous average
power output of 25
watts* per channel,
min. at 8 ohms from
40 hertz to 20,000 hertz
with no more than
0.3% totalharmonic
distortion

Total Harmonic Distortion
(B ohms)

0.005% (20 - 20,000H2)
(continuous rated power
output, from Power in)

0.005% (20 - 20,000H2)
(continuous rated power
output, from Power in)

O.0070/a (20 - 20,000H2)
(continuous rated power
output, from Power in)

0.02ok (20 - 20,000H2)
(continuous rated power
output, from AUX)

0.3% (40 - 20,000H2)
(continuous rated power
output, from Tape)

03% (40 - 20,000H2)
(continuous rated power

I ntermodulation Distortion
(50H2:7,000H2=4:1,
8 ohms)

0.005%
(continuous rated power
output, from Power in)

0.005%
(continuous rated power

0.007 o/o

(continuous rated power
output, from Power in)

0.020/o
(continuous rated power
output, from AUX)

0.3%
output, lrom Tape)

o.30k
(continuous rated power

I nput Sensitivity/lmpedance
PHONO (l\/M): 2.5mv/50k ohms
PHONO (MC): 0.25mV/100 ohms
CD/AUX or TAPE PLAY: 150mV/50k ohms
VCR, VIDEO DISC: 150mV/50k ohms

t, from Power in)

2.5mV/50k ohms
0.25mV/100 ohms
150mV/50k ohms

2.5mV/50k ohms

150mV/5Ok ohms

2.5mV/50k ohms

150mv/50k ohms

(continuous rated power
output, from Tape)

2.5mV/5Ok ohms

150mV/50k ohms

output, from Ta

2.5mV/50k ohms

150mV/5Ok ohms

PHONO Overload Level
PHONO (MM):
PHONO (MC):

150mV (1kHz, TH.D. 0.015%)
14mV (1kHz, TH.D. 0 015%)

150mV

150mV
A, B, A+ B, OFF
Low impedance

150mV (1kHz, IH.D. 0 007%)
14mV

TH.D. 0.1 %) 130mV (1kHz, TH.D 150mV (1kHz, IH.D. 0.1%) 150mV (1kHz, T.H.D. 0.1 %)

Output Level/lmpedance
TAPE REC:
VCR 1 OUI VIDEO DISC

OUT:
SPEAKER:
HEADPHONES:

150mV/2.2k ohms

A, B, A+8, OFF
Low impedance

150mV/2.2k ohms

A, B, A+8, OFF
Low impedance

150mV/2.2k ohms

A, B, A+8, OFF
Low impedance

150mV

A, B, A+ B, OFF
Low impedance

150mV

A, B, A+ B, OFF
Low impedance

Frequency Response
PHONO (RlM Equali-
zation) (REC OUT):
CD/AUX or TAPE PLAY

20 - 20,000H2 + 0.3d8 20 - 20,000H2 + 0.3dB
5 - 100,000H2 OdB, - 3dB 5 - 100,000H2 OdB. - 3dB

20 - 20,000H2 +0.3d8
5 - 100,000H2 0dB, - 3dB

20 - 20,000H2 +0.5dB
5 - 100,000H2 +0.5d8,
- 3dB

30 - 20,000H2 +0.5d8
15 - 50,000H2 +1d8, -3dB

30 - 20,000H2 +0.5dB
.15 

- 50,000H2 +1d8, -3dB
Ione Control

BASS:
TREBLE:

+8dB (1OOHz)
+BdB (1OkHz)

+BdB (100H2)
+BdB (10kHz)

+ BdB (100H2)
+ BdB (10kHz)

+ BdB (100H2)
*BdB (10kHz)

+gdB (100H2)
+ 9dB (10kHz)

+9dB (100H2)
+9dB (10k

Filter
SUBSONIC 20Hz (- 6dB/oct.) 20Hz (- 6dB/oct.) 2OHz (- 6dB/oct.)

Loudness Contour

Hum and Noise (lHF, short-circuited A-network)
PHONO MM/MC: B6dB/67d8
CD/AUX or TAPE PLAY: 100d8

86dB/67d8
95dB

B0dB/-
95dB

70dB/-
95dB

71dBt-
97dB

7ldBt-
97dB

FM TUNER SECTION

Usable Sensitivity (Mono) 10.BdBf (0 95pV 75 ohms) 10.3dBl (0.9pV 75 ohms) 1O.BdBf (0.95pV 75 10.BdBf (0.95pV, 75 ohms) 10 7dBf (0 94pV, 75 ohms) 10 7dBf (0.94pV 75

17.3dBf (2pV,75 ohms)

50dB Quieting Sensitivity
Mono:
Stereo:

16.2dBf (1.BpV, 75 ohms) 15.7dBf (1.6&V 75 ohms)
37.7dBt (21pV,75ohms) 37dBf (19.5/V 75

17 .3dBl (2pY,75 ohms)
37.5dBf (20pV 75 ohms) 37 5dBf (20pV, 75 ohms)

15.3dBf (1.6pV, 75 ohms)
37.6dBf (21pV 75 ohms)

15.3dBf (1.6pV 75 ohms)
37.6dBf (21pV 75 ohms)

Signal{o-Noise Ratio
Mono:
Stereo:

BsdB (B0dB0
B2dB (BodB0

B3dB (60dBf)
BodB (BodBf)

79dB (60dBD
75dB (BodBf)

79dB (60d80
75dB (80d80

75dB (B5dBf)
70dB (B5dB0

75dB (B5dB0
70dB (B5dBf)

Distortion (65dBf)
'100H2 (Mono/Stereo)
lkHz (Mono/Stereo):

0.O40/ol0.O8%
0.02 % (wide), O. l5 % (narrow)/
0.04 % (wide), 0.5 % (narrow)
0.07 0h t0.08%

0.14/o 10.20/o

0.o70 1o.10h
0.1Yo l0.2a/o
0iak lO.15o/"

0 .1 
ok 

I 0 .2a/a

0.10/o 10j5% 0.30h l0.6ak o.3ak lo.60h

6kHz (Mono/Stereo)

Frequency Response 20 - 15,000H2 0dB, - 1dB

o15ak lo.250k

20 - 15,000H2 OdB, - 1dB 20 - 15,000H2 +0.5d8,
* 1dB

20 - 15,000H2 +0.5d8,
- ldB

30 - 15,000H2 +0.5d8,
- ldB

0.250k 10.40h o.25aklo.40/

30 - 15,000H2 +0.5dB,
- 1dB

Alternate Channel 85dB (400kH2, narrow) BOdB (400kHz) 65dB (400kHz) 65dB (

Muting Threshold 29.3dBf (8pV, 75 ohms)
(Auto{uning)

29.3dBf (BpV, 75 ohms)
(Auto{uning)

50dB (400kHz) 50dB (400kHz)
29.3dBf (BpV, 75 ohms) 29.3dBf (BpV, 75 ohms) 27dBI (6.3pY,75 ohms) 27dBI (6.3pV,75 ohms)

Stereo Separation
lkHz:
30 - 15,000H2

60dB (wide)
45dB (wide)

50dB
35dB

45dB
35dB

45dB
35dB

Antenna lnput: 300 ohms balanced
75 ohms unbalanced

300 ohms balanced
75 ohms unbalanced

300 ohms balanced
75 ohms unbalanced

300 ohms balanced
75 ohms unbalanced

300 ohms balanced
75 ohms unbalanced

300 ohms balanced
75 ohms unbalanced

AM TUNER SECIION
Sensitivity

(lHF Loop Antenna):
(l H F, External Antenna)

220pVlm 22OpYlm 220rrVlm 220pYlm
1OpV

320pVlm
30pV

320pVlm
3OpV

Signal{o-Noise Ratio

Antenna: High Sensitivi Loop Antenna High Sensil Loop Antenna Sensltivity Loop Antenna H Sensitivity Loop Antenna Loop Antenna Loop Antenna
vtDEo sEcfloN
I nput (Sensitivity/l mpedance)

VCR 1, VCR 2. Video Disc

Output (Level/l mpedance)
VCR 1, Video Disc Player,
Monitor TV:

1Vp-p/75 ohms unbalanced

1Vp-p/75 ohms unbalanced
RF (VHF) lnput, Ou 75 ohms unbalanced
MISCELLANEOUS
Power Requirement: 12OV 60Hz 120V 60Hz 120V 60Hz 120V 60Hz 120V 60Hz 120V 60Hz
Power Consumption 310W
Dimensions(W x H x D):

(without package)
16-9/16 x 5-15/16 x 17-3116 16-9/16 x 5-1/B x 14-5/16 i6-9/16 x 4-3t4 x 12-1t4 '16-9/16 x 4-314 x 12-1 14 16-9/16 x 3-718 x 8-7116 16-9/16x3-7/Bx8-7/16

inches
420x98x214mm

inches inches inches inches inches420x150x436mm 420x130x364mm 420x120x311mm 42Ox12Ox311mm 42OxgBx214mm
y,:!hr (rilhout p"" 15lbs. 14 o,.i7.z
rM€asured pllsuant to lhe Federat Trade Commisston s T€de Fegutalton Rute on porcr Output Ctatms tu lrnpltters
NOTE: Specifications and design subject to modification without notice



Compact Disc Player Amplifiers
P.D7O A.90 A.70 A.60

AMPLIFIER SECTION

Continuous Power Output Continuous average power
output ol 2OO watts* per
channel, min. at 8 ohms lrom
20 hertz to 20,000 hertz with
no more than 0.0027o tolal
harmonic distortion

Continuous average power
output of 120 watts' per
channel, min. at 8 ohms lrom
20 hertz to 20,000 hertz with
no more than 0.0037o total
harmonic distortion

Continuous average power
output of 100 watts* per
channel, min. at 8 ohms lrom
20 hertz to 20,000 hertz with
no more than 0.0077o total
harmonic distortion

Total Harmonic Distortion.
(20-20,000Hz,Bohms)

0.O02o/a
(continuous rated power output)

0.003%
(continuous rated power output)

0.0070k
(continuous rated power output)

I ntermodulation Distortion.
(50H2:7,000H2=4.1, 8 ohms trom
AUX)

0.0020/a
(continuous rated power output)

0.003%
(continuous rated power output)

General
System:

Disc
Diameter:
Thickness:
Playing lime:
Scanning velocity.
Hotation:

Signal lormat
Sampling frequency
Ouantization:
Transfer bit rate:
Modulation system:
Error correction.
Pre-emphasis:

Pickup laser:

Audio Seclion
Frequency response:
Signa[-to-noise ratio:
Dynamic range:
Channel separation:
Wow and flutter:

Distortion:
Output voltage:
Headphone output:
Number of channels.

Damping Factor:
(20-20,000Hz,Bohms)

Compact Disc Digital Audio
System

12Omm
1.2mm
over 60 minutes (stereo)
1.2 - 1.4mlsec
Counterclockwise
(as viewed f rom playing side)

44.1kHz
'16 bits linear/channel
4.3218M bits/sec
EFM
CIRC system
50/15psec (automatic switching)
Semiconductor laser,
wavelength, 0.78pm

SHz - 20k{z +O.5dB
more than 95dB (1kHz)
more than 95dB (lkHz)
more than 90dB (1kHz)
unmeasurable (dependent on
precision of crystal oscillator)
less than 0.004% (lkHz, 0dB)
200mV(1kHz, -20d8)
36mW (32 ohms)
2 (stereo)

lnput Sensitivity/l mpedance
PHONO (MM).
PHONO (MC).
TUNER, AUX, TAPE.

2 5mv/50k ohms
0.15mV/100 or 33 ohms
150mV/50k ohms

2.5mv/50k ohms
0.2mV/.100 ohms
15OmV/50k ohms

2.5mv/50k ohms
0.2mV/100 ohms
15OmV/50k ohms

PHONO Overload Level (1kHz)
MM/MC: 3O0mV/18mV (TH D 0.0008%) 150mV/11mV (TH D 0 005o/o) 200mV/17mV(IH D 0005%)

Output Level/lmpedance
TAPE REC,
SPEAKER.

'l50mV/2.2k ohms
A, B, A+8, OFF
Low impedance-- HEADPHONES

150mV/2.2k ohms
A, B, A+8, OFF
Low impedance

150mVi2.2k ohms
A, B, A+8, OFF
Low impedance

Frequency Response
PHONO (RIAA Equalization)
TUNER, AUX, TAPE PLAY

Tone Control
BASS,

TREBLE.

iiri"i tsu-e5oNa)

,0O0Hz + 0.2dB
OdB, - 3dB

20 - 20,000H2 +0 2d8
5 - 100,000H2 OdB, - 3dB

20-2O,00OHz+02d8
5 - 10O,00OHz OdB, 3dB

, 100,000F
100,000H2

20 - 10c
5 - 100,(

Functions
a Play o Pause a Slow Scan o Track Search
O Minute/lndex Search o Memory Stop O Memory
(A - B) Repeat a Track Repeat o All Repeat
o Programmed Playback o Programmed Repeat

+6dB (100H2), al200Nz position
Turnover Frequency.
100HzlZOjHzl400Hz
+6dB (l0kHz):at 4kHz position
Turnover Frequency:
Zkqzl4k1zlSkHz

+ 1OdB (1OOHz)

+ 1OdB (10kHz)

* 10dB (1O0Hz)

+ 10dB (1OkHz)

Miscellaneous
Power requirement:
Power consumption.
Dimensions.
(without package)

Weight.
(without package)

__198! !9Er"s!t 15Hz (- 6dB/oct.) 15Hz(-6dBioct)
120V 60Hz
3BW
1G9/16 (W) x 3-718 (H) x
11t3/16 (D) inches
420 (W) x 98 (H) x 300 (D) mm
16 lbs. 9 oz.l7.5kg

Loudness Conlour. +6dB (100H2), +3dB (10kHz) +6dB (100H2), +3dB (10kHz)

Hum and Noise (lHF, A-network)
PHONO MM/MC:
TUNER, AUX, TAPE PLAY.

MISCELLANEOUS

Power Requirement

B9dB/74d8
113dB

12OV 60Hz

87dB/70d8
108d8

B6dB/70d8
105d8

120V 6OHz

240W

120V 60Hz

Power Consumption 350W 170w

Dimensions(W x H x D) 16-9/16 x 5-7lB x 16-9/16 inches 16-9/16 x 5-3/16 x 16-3/16 inches
420 x 150 x 420 mm 420 x 131 x 411 mm

16-9/.16 x 5l/B x 131/16 inches
420 x 130 x 331 mm(without package)

Weioht (without package) 43 lbs. 3 oz./19 27 lbs 2 oz 112 20 lbs. 12 oz 19.

*Measured pursuant to the Federal Trade Commission's Trade Regulation Rule on Power Output Claims for Amplif iers

Cassette Tape Decks
ctA9 gT.A7 cr.90R gI.70R cr.50R

Type 4-track. 2-channel recording and
playback stereo casselte tape deck

4-I ack, 2-channel recording and
playback stereo cassette tape deck

4{rack, 2-channel auto-reverse
recording and playback stereo
cassette tape deck

4{rack, 2-channel auto-reverse
recording and playback stereo
cassette tape deck

4lrack, 2-channel auto-reverse
recording and playback stereo
cassette tape deck

Ouartz-PLL direcldrive motor for
capstan drive x 1,

Coreless DC motor for reel drive

DC-servo motor for capstan drive
x 1,

DC motor lor reel drive x 1

Direcldrive, brushless DC-servo
Hall-motor for capstan, Directirive
brushless DC-servo Hall-motors for
each reel

D i rect-drive, brushless DC-servo
Hall-motor for capstan, Di rect-drive
brushless DC-servo Hall-motors for
each reel

DC-servo motor for capstan drive
X1,
DC motor for reel drive x 1

x1
"Ribbon Sendust" recording &
playback combination head,
Special alloy erasing head x 1

"Bibbon Sendust" recording &
playback combination head,
Special alloy erasing head x 1

"Ribbon Sendust" recording &
playback combination head
(swivel), ALPERN/ (special alloy)
erasing head x 2

"Ribbon Sendust" recording/play-
back head (swivel) x 1, ALPERM
(special alloy) erasing head x 2

" Hard Permalloy" recording/play-
back head x 1, Ferrite erasing
head x 1 (swivel)

Fast Winding Time (C€0 tape) B0 seconds 80 seconds 90 seconds 90 seconds 90 seconds
Wow and Flutter (WRMS): 0 018% o.02goh o.o3ak 0 03% 0.038%
Frequency Response

Normal tape (- 20dB):

Chrome tape (- 20dB):

(0dB):
Metal tape (- 20dB):

(0dB):

20 - 21,O00H2
(30 - 19,000H2
20 - 22,0O0H2
(25 - 20,000H2
20 - 11,000H2
20 - 23,000H2
(25 - 21,000H2
20 - 16.000H2

20 - 20,000H2
(30 - 19,000H2
20 - 20.000H2
(25 - 19,000H2
20 - 11,0C0H2
20 - 20,500H2
(25 - 20,000H2
20 - 16,000H2

20 - 19,000H2
(20 - 18,000H2
20 - 19,000H2
(20 - 18,000H2
20 - 10,000H2
20 - 20,00OH2
(20 - 19,000H2
20 - 

.15,000H2

25 - 17,000H2
(30 - 16,000H2
25 - 17,000H2
(30 - 17,000H2
25 - 9,00OHz
25 - 19,000H2
(30 - 18,000H2
25 - 14,000H2

25 - 17,000H2
(30 - 16,000H2 +3dB)
25 - 17,O00Hz
(30 - 16,000H2 +3dB)
25 - 9,0O0Hz
25 - 18,000H2
(30 - 16,500H2 +3dB)
25 - 14.000H2

+ 3dB)

+ 3dB)

+ 3dB)

* 3dB)

+ 3dB)

+ 3dB)

+ 3dB)

+ 3dB)

+ 3dB)

+ 3dB)

+ 3dB)

+ 3dB)

Signal-to-Noise Ratio (Dolby off) 5BdB* 57dB- s8dB- sBdB- 5BdB-
Harmonic Distortion (0dB) 0B% 0B% 08% 1.Ook 1.00/a

lnputs (Sensitivity/lmpedance)
MIC (6mmo jack x 2):
LINE (pin lack x 2): 

'
63mV/100k ohms OgtVltZOf onru

0 25mV/600 ohms
70mV/50k ohms

0.25mV/600 ohms
70mV/50k ohms

0.25mV/600 ohms
50mV/5Ok ohms

Outputs (Reference level/Load impedance)
LINE (pin jack x 2):
HEADPHONES
(6mmostereojack x 1)

630mV/7k ohms

0.45mWB ohms

630mV/3k ohms

0 45mW/8 ohms

700mV (max.)/10k ohms

0 BmW (max.)/B ohms

450mV/.10k ohms

0 3mW/8 ohms

450mV/3.2k ohms

0.25mW/8 ohms

Power Requirement: 120V 60Hz 120V 6OHz 120V 60Hz 12OV 60Hz 120V 60Hz

Power Consumption: 54 watts 38 watts 55 watts 51 watts 31 watts

Dimensions(W x H x D):
(without package)

Weight (without package):

16-9/.16 x 5l/B x 14-3/4 inches
420 x 130 x 374 mm

16-9/16 x 5l/8 x 14-3/4 inches
420 x 130 x 374 mm

16-9i '16 x 4-314 x 14 inches
420 x 120 x 355 mm

16-9/16 x 4-314 x 14 inches
420 x 12O x 355 mm

16-9/16 x 4-314 x .1.1-3/16 inches
42O x 12O x 284 mm

*S/N is improved by 10dB with Dolby B and by 19dB with Dolby C (except CT-.1040W and CT-301), both at skHz

15 lbs. 14 oz.l7.2kg 14 lbs. 9 oz./6 6k9 11 lbs. 14 oz.l5.4kg22lbs 1oz /10k9 17 lbs. 7 oz.17.gkg



Tuners
A.40 F.90 F.70 F.1017

FM SECTION

Continuous average power
output of 70 watts* per
channel, min. at 8 ohms from
20 hertz to 20,000 hertz with
no more than 0.0097o total
harmonic distortion

Mono:
Stereo:

16.2dBf (1.BpV, 75 ohms)
37.7d3'f (21.OpV, 75 ohms)

16 2dBf (1.BpV 75 ohms)
37 2dBf (19.8pV, 75 ohms)

17 3dBI (2.0pY,75 ohms)
39 2dBf (25pV, 75 ohms)

1O.BdBf (0.95pV 75 1O.BdBf (0.95riV 75 ohms)

Signal-to-Noise Ratio
Mono/Stereo: 93dB/86d8 (at 80dBf) B5dB/BOdB (at B5dBf) 75dB/70d8 (at B5dBf)

0 009%
(continuous rated power output)

Distortion
10OHz (mono/stereo):
lkHz (mono/stereo):

10kHz (mono/stereo):

(at BOdBf)
0.00950/a l0.02ok
0.0095% (narrow; 0.09 % )/
0.02% (narrow; 0.5%)
0.01o/o 10.07 o/o

(at 85dBf)
0 05%/0.08%
0.0s % /0.08%

0.1o/o 10.20/o

(at 65dBf)

- 10.20/o

Frequency Response 20 - 15,000H2 +0 2d8, -O.BdB 30 - 15,000H2 +0.5d8, - 1.0d8 30 - 15,000H2 +0.5d8, 2.0d8
Capture Ratio 0.8d8 1 OdB 1.0d8
Alternate Channel Selectivity: 85dB (400kHz)

25.2dBI (5pV 75 ohms)

56dB

30dBf (B 5rV 75 ohms)

70dB (4O0kHz)

Muting Threshold2 5mv/50k ohms

.150mV/50k ohms
Stereo Separation 65dB (1kHz), 50dB (1kHz),

50dB (20 - 1O,OO0Hz) (narrow; 40dB) 35dB (50 - 10,000H2)
aOdB (1kHz)

Antenna lnput: 300 ohms balanced
75 ohms unbalanced

300 ohms balanced
75 ohms unbalanced

300 ohms balanced
75 ohms unbalanced

150mV/-

AM SECTION
150mV
A, B, A+8, OFF
Low impedance

Sensitivity
lHF, Loop antenna 150rV/m 15OpV/m 250pVlm

Signal-to-Noise Ratio:

20-20,O00H2+0.2d8
10 - 70,000H2 OdB, - 3dB

Antenna Loop antenna Loop antenna Loop antenna
AUDIO SECTION

Output (Level/lmpedance)
FN/ (100% Mod, Fixed):
AM (30% Mod, Fixed).

65OmV/900 ohms
1SOmV/900 ohms

650mV/1.7k ohms
150mV/1.7k ohms

650mV/7k ohms
150mV/7k ohms

+ 1OdB (lOOHz)

+ 1OdB (lOkHz) MISCELLANEOUS

Power Requirement. 12OV 6OHz 120V 60Hz 120V 60Hz
Power Consumption 14 watts 8 watts 15 watts

r6dB (1OOHz). +3dB (1OkHz)
Dimensions(W x H x D)

(without package)
16-9/16 x 2-3lB x 12-1 /2 inches 16-9/16 x 2-3lB x Bt1/16 inches
42Axd x 317mm 420 x 60 x221 mm

16-9i16 x 2-318 x 12-1 12inches
420 x 60 x 317 mm

Weight (without package): 9 lbs. 15 oz l4.5kg 5 lbs. B oz./2.5k9 7 lbs. 15 oz./3.6 kg

B6dB/-
102d8

120V 60Hz

16-9/16 x 3-7lB x 11-5/16 inches
420 x 98 x 287 mm

14 lbs. 5 oz./6.5k9

9r.40 cr.501 cr.301 cr.1050w cr.1040w
4track, 2-channel recording and
playback stereo cassette tape deck

4{rack, 2-channel recording and
playback stereo cassette tape deck

4{rack, 2-channel recording and
playback stereo cassetle tape deck

4-1rack, 2-channel double stereo
cassette tape deck (recording/
playback & plavback)

4track, 2-channel double stereo
cassette tape deck (recording/
playback & playback)

DC-servo motor for capstan drive
X1,
DC motor for reel drive x .1

DC-servo motor DC-servo motor DC-servo motor x 2 2-speed DC motor with electronic
governor x 2

"Hard Permalloy" recording/
playback head x 1,

Ferrite erasing head x 1

"Hard Permalloy" recording/
playback head x 1,

Ferrite erasing head x 1

"Hard Permalloy" recording/
playback head x 1,

Ferrite erasing head x 1

"Hard Permalloy' recordingi
playback head x 1, "Hard
Permalloy" playback head x 1,

Ferrite erasinq head x 1

"Hard Permalloy" recording/
playback head x 1, "Hard
Permalloy" playback head x 1,

Ferrite erasing head x 1

1 10 seconds 1 10 seconds 1 10 seconds 1 1O seconds 1 10 seconds
o.o40k 0.06% 0.06% 0.06% 0.045ak

25 - 15,000H2
(35 - 14,000H2
25 - 15,500H2
(35 - 15,000H2
35 - 10,000H2
25 - 17,000H2
(35 - 16,500H2
35 - 14,000H2

35 - 13,000H2

35 - 14,000H2

3s - 
.15,000H2

35 - 13,000H2

35 - 14,OOOHz

35 - 15,000H2

25 - 14,500H2
(30 - 14,000H2
25 - 15,500H2
(30 - 14,500H2
30 - 9,OOOHz
25 - 16,000H2
(30 - 1S,oooHz
30 - 14,000H2

25 - 15,000H2
(35 - 14,000H2
25 - 15,500H2
(35 - 15,000H2
35 - 10,000H2
25 - 17,000H2
(35 - 16,500H2
35 - 14,000H2

+ 3dB)

+ 3dB)

+ 3dB)

+ 3dB)

+ 3dB)

+ 3dB)

+ 3dB)

+ 3dB)

+ 3dB)

NOTE:
(1) Reference tape: Normal and LH

tapes are DIN 45513(Fe).
Chrome tape is DIN 45513 (Cr).

(2) Reference recordlng level is
meter OdB level. (160 nwb/m
magnetlc level = Philips cassette
reference level.)

(3) Reference signal is 3l5Hz.
(4) Wow and Flutter: at 3kHz,

WRMS (JlS), at 3,150H2
weighted PEAK (DlN 45507)

(5) Frequency Responses are
measured at - 20dB and at 0dB
levels respectively for reference
recording level, Dolby off.
Level deviation is +6dB (where
not indicated) (DlN 45500)

(6) Signal{o-Noise Ratio:
Measured at the third harmonic
distortion 3% level, weighted
(DtN 45513/BLATTT).

(7) Sensitivity: lnput level (mV) for
reference recording level
measured with input (recording)
level control set al maximum
position.

(B) Maximum allowable input level
(mV) is measured at the point
where the output signal wave
is clipped while gradually
turning the input level control.

(9) Beference output level ls LEDs
display's 0dB level.

(10) Maximum output (Playback)
level:Output level to reference
recording level, measured with
an output (Playback) level
control set at maximum
position.

'Specilications quoted for
"metal" lapes are approximate.
See manulacturerd data lor
individual tapes.

57dB- 57dB- 57dB- 57dB- 57d8.
1.Ooh 1.50/o 1.50/o 1.04/a 1.00k

0.25mV/600 ohms
40mV/64k ohms

0.3mV/10k ohms
5OmV/91k ohms

0.3mV/'10k ohms
50mV/75k ohms 50mV/50k ohms

1.4mV/600 ohms
50.7mV/71k ohms

450mV/1.9k ohms

0 27mW/8 ohms

316mV/3.9k ohms 330mV/5Ok ohms 320mV/10k ohms 450mV/2.8k ohms

0.25mW/B ohms
120V 60Hz 120V 60Hz 120V 60Hz 120V 60Hz 120V 60Hz
32 watts 16 watts 14 watts 17 watts 28 watts
16-9/16 x 315/16 x 11-7l16 inches
42O x 1OO.2 x 291 mm

16-9/16 x 4-314 x 9-3/B inches
420 x 120 x 238 mm

16-9/16 x 4-314 x 9-3/B inches
420 x 120 x 238 mm

16-9/16 x 4 x 12-3lBinches
420 x 1O2 x 314.5 mm

16-9/16 x 4 x 12-3lBinches
420 x 101.5 x 315 mm

10 lbs. 2 oz.l4.6kg 8 lbs. 10 oz./3.9k9 8 lbs. 6 oz./3.Bkg 12 lbs. 2 oz./5.5k9 15 lbs. 14 oz.l7.2kq



Turntables
PL.707 PL.S7O PL.S50 PL.S4O

MOTOR AND TURNTABLE

Drive System: Ouartz-PLL direct-drive Quartz-PLL direct-drive Quartz-PLL direct-drive Ouartz-PLL direct-drive

Quartz-PLL Coreless DO-servo Stable Quartz-PLL Coreless DC-servo Stable Quartz-PLL Coreless DC-servo Stable Quartz-PLL Coreless DO-servo Stable
Hanging RotorrM Hall-motor Hanging RotorrM Hall-motor Hanging RotorrM Hall-motor Hanging RotorrM Hall-motor

Speeds: 33J /3 and 45 rpm 33-1 /3 and 45 rpm 33-1 /3 and 45 rpm 331/3 and 45 rpm

Wow and Flutter (WRMS): 0.0250/0,0.012% (FG-) o.o25ak 0.0254k 0.025o/o

Signal-to-Noise Ratio (DlN B): B0dB

TONE ARM

Type Statically balanced, low mass straight Statically balanced, low mass straight Statically balanced, low mass straight Statically balanced, low mass straight
PGrM pipe arm with DRA PGrM pipe arm with DRA PGrM pipe arm with DRA PGrM pipe arm with DRA

Effective Arm Lenqth 9-1/4 inches (235mm) Bl1/16 inches (221mm\ 8-11/16 inches (221mm) B-11 /16 inches (221mm)

Overhanq 9/16 inch (15mm) 5/8 inch (15.5mm) 5/B inch (15.5mm) 5/B inch (15.smm)

Usable Cartridge Weight: 3g (min.) - B.5g (max.) 3q (min.) - Bg (max.) 3g (min.) - Bg (max.) 3g (min.) - Bg (max.)

CARTRIDGE

Type

Response:

Output Voltage:

Stylus

Trackinq Force:

MISCELLANEOUS
Power Requirement 120V 60Hz 12OV 60Hz 120V 60Hz 120V 60Hz

Power Consumption

Oimensions(W x H x D): 1&1/8x67/16x 1d1/Slnches 1N/16x45/8x 143/8 nches lF9/16x4-5/8x 143/Slnches 149/16x4-5/8x143/Sjnches
(wilhout Dackaae) 460x164x4mmm 420x118x365mm 420x118x365mm 420x118x365mm

Weight (without package) 17 lbs. 14 oz./8.1k9 12 lbs. 9 oz.l5.7kg 11 lbs. 14 oz.l5.4kg 11 lbs.11 oz./5.3k9

PGrM - Polymer GraphiterM
DRA - Dynamic Resonance Absorber
*FG 

- Measured directly f rom FG output

Open-Reel Tape Decks
RT.909 RT.707

Drive System: 3-motor drive system 3-motor drlve system

Operation. Solenoid drive, direct switchable function buttons and preset Solenoid drive, direct switchable function buttons and presel

function buttons for timer recording and playback function buttons for timer recording and playback

FG-servo DC motor x 1 (dual capstan drive), FG-servo AC direct drive motor x 1 (capstan drive),

6-pole inner-rotor special induction motor x 2 (reel drive) 6-pole inner-rotor induction motor x 2 (reel drive)

TapeHeads: 4{rack,2-channel Ferriteerasinghead x 1, 4-track,2-channel erasingheadxl,
4{rack,2-channel Hard Permalloy recording head x 1, 4{rack,2-channel recording headx 1,

4{rack, 2-channel Hard Permalloy playback head x 1, 4-track, 2-channel playback head x 1,

4{rack, 2-channel Hard Permalloy reverse playback head x 1 4{rack, 2-channel reverse playback head x 1

Maximum Reel Size 10-1 /2-inch reel 7-inch reel

Tape Speeds: 7-112tps (19cm/sec.), 3-3/4 ips (9.5cm/sec.) +0.6% 7-1l2ips (1gcm/sec.) 3-3/4 ips (9.5cm/sec.) +0.5%

Fast Winding Time: 120 seconds (101 /2-inch reel, 720m) 100 seconds (7-inch reel, 370m)

Wow and Flutter: 0.04% (WRMS)(al7-1 12 ips, 19cm/sec),
0.08% (WRMS) (at 3-3/4 ips, 9 scm/sec.)

0 05% (WRMS)(al7-112 ips, 19cm/sec.),
0.08% (WRMS) (at 3-3/4 ips, 9.scm/sec.)

Signal-to-Noise Ratio 60dB (at 7-112ips,1gcmi sec.), 55dB (at 3-3/4 ips, 9.scm/sec.) sBdB (at 7-1 12 ips,19cm/sec.)

Harmonic Distortion: 1o/o (al7-1 12 ips, 19cm/sec ) 1o/o (al7-1 12 ips, 1gcm/sec.)

Frequency Response 7-112ips (19cm/sec.): 20 to 30,000H2
(20 to 28,000H2 + 3dB, LH tape),
3-3/4 ips (9.Scm/sec ): 20 to 20,000H2
(20 to 18,000H2 +3d8, LH tape)

7-1 12ips (19cm/sec.): 20 to 28,000H2
(30 to 24,000H2 + 3dB),
3-3/4 ips (9.Scm/sec ): 20 to 20,000H2
(30 to 16,000H2 *3dB)

Crosstalk

Stereo Channel Separation

Erasing Coefficient:

Bias Frequency 125kHz 125kHz

Equalizer: NAB curve (7-112ips,1gcm/sec., 3-3/4 ips, 9.5cm/sec.) NAB curve (7-112ips,1gcm/sec., 3-3/4 ips, g.scm/sec.)

lnputs (Sensitivity/Maximum allowable level/lnput impedance)
MIC (6mmo jack x 2): 0.316mV/B0mV/27k ohms 0.25mV/125mV/27k ohms

(Reference MIC impedance: 250 ohms to 10k ohms)
LINE (pin jack x 2): 50mV/25Vl50k ohms 50mV/25Vl100k ohms
DIN (DlN standard): 16mV/BV/1.3k ohms

Outputs (Reference level/Maximum level/Load impedance)
LINE (pin jack x 2): 450mV/900mV/2 6k ohms 450mv/700mv/50k ohms
DIN (DlN standard): 450mv/700mv/50k ohms
HEADPHONES (6mmo stereo jack x 1): 50mV/ 100mV/8 to 250 ohms (with output level control) 70mV/8 ohms

Power Requirement 120V 60Hz 120V 60Hz

Power Consumption: 166 watts (UL) '120 watts

Dimensions(W x H x D):
(without package)

18-7/8 x 13-3/8 x 12-112 inches
480 x 340 x 318 mm

1B-7l8 x 9-1/16 x 14inches
480 x 230 x 356 mm

Weight (without package): 47 lbs.6 oz.l21.skg 44 lbs. 1 oz.lZ)kg



PL.S3O P1.450 PL.L800S PL.88FS PL.44FS

Belt-drive Belt-drive Quartz-PLL di rect-drive Quartz-PLL direct-drive Belt-drive
DC-servo motor DC-servo motor Quartz-PLL Coreless DO-servo Stable Quartz-PLL Coreless DO-servo Stable DC-servo motor

Hanging RotorrM Hall-motor Hanginc RotorrM Hall-motor
33-1 /3 and 45 rpm 33-1 /3 and 45 rpm 331 /3 and 45 rpm 33-1/3and45 rpm 33-;1/3 and 45 rpm
0.05% 0.05% 0.0250/0,0.012% (FG.) 0.025o/o,0.012% (FG.) o.o450k

oOvdpeamw$OFA pioe arm qlgelia lEckhs, ltu mass slraiohl PGrv d.iven,low mqss sr€iohr Dipe an ppe.m

B-11/16 inches (221mm) B-11/16 inches (221mm) 6-3/8 inches (162mm) B-3/16 inches (208mm) B-3/16 inches (208mm)

5iB inch (15.5mm) 5/8 inch (15.smm) 13/16 inch (20mm) '13/16 inch (20mm)

39 (min.) - 89 (max.) 39 (min.) - 8g (max.)

Plug-in (T4P), Moving-Magnet type (PC-250T) Moving-Coil type (PC€MC) Moving-Coil type (PC-41MC) Movinq-Coil type (PC-SMC)

1O - 30,000H2 10 - 35,000H2 10 - 35,000H2 10 - 32,000H2
2.smv 22mV 2.5mV 2.zmv
0.6 mil diamond (PN-250T) 0.3 x 0.7 mil diamond (PN-6MC) 0.3 x 0.7 mil diamond (PN-41MC) 0.5 mil diamond (PN-sMC)

1.259 +0.259 2g + 0.39 29 + 0.39 2q +0.3q

120V 60Hz 120V 60Hz 120V 60Hz 120V 60Hz 120V 60Hz

21W

1*/16x4€/8x 14-3lSlnches 1e9h6 x 43/16 x 14-3/Slnches 1G9/16 x 4-314 x 1&13/16lnches 16-9/16 x 97/8 x 193/16lnch€€ 18€/16x97/8x1&3/16inches
420x1€x365mm 420x106x365mm 42O x129x 427 mm 420x98x335mm 42ox98x335mm
9 lbs. 1 oz./4.1k9 B lbs. 6 oz./3.Bkg 1B lbs. 5 oz./B.3kg 22 lbs. 11 oz./10.3k9 19 lbs. 13 oz./9.Okq



Speaker Systems
s.l010 s.910 s.710 s.510

Enclosure: Floor-standing type with passive radiator Bass-reflex bookshelf type Bass-ref lex bookshelf type Bass-ref lex bookshelf type

Unit Layout: Symmetrical Symmetrical Symmetrical Symmetrical

Speakers
Woofer:

Midrange:
Tweeter:
Supertweeter

101/4-inch (26cm) PGrM cone type
(14-inch (36cm) passive radiator)
2-1l2-inch (6.6cm) PGrM cone type
Beryllium ribbon type

12-inch (30cm) PGrM cone type

4-inch (10cm) PG1M cone type
Beryllium ribbon type

12-inch (30cm) PGrM cone type

4-inch (10cm) PGrM cone type
Aluminum ribbon type

10-inch (25cm) PGrM cone type

1-3/4-inch (4.5cm) PGrM cone type
Aluminum ribbon type

lmpedance 6.3 ohms 6.3 ohms 6.3 ohms 6.3 ohms

Frequency Range 28 - 50,000H2 30 - 50,000H2 33 - 50.000H2 35 - 50.000H2

Sensitivity (1m): 92.5dB/W 92.5d8/W 91.5dB/W 91dB/W

Maximum Music Power: 120W

Rated Power:

Crossover Frequencies: 1,500H2 (Low-Mid)

6,000H2 (Mid-High)

'1,300H2 (Low-Mid)

5,800H2 (Mid-High)
1,500H2 (Low-Mid)
12,000H2 (Mid-High)

2,000H2 (Low-Mid)
13,000H2 (Mid-High)

Dimensions(W x H x D):
(without package)

18-5/16 x 36-9/16 x 13-7116 inches
465 x 928 x 341 mm

15-3iB x 26-318 x 14-5/8 inches
390 x 670 x 371 mm

14-9116 x 25-9116 x 12-9116 lnches
370 x 650 x 319 mm

12-13116 x 22-7116 x 12-5l16 inches
325 x 570 x 313 mm

Weight (without package): 82 lbs. 11 oz.l37.5kg 50 lbs. 11 oz.l23kg 38 lbs. 9 oz.l17.5kg 26 lbs. 7 oz.l12kg

Add-On Components
MA.l00 cA.l00 sG.90

Guitar: 4mV/50k ohms
lnst.: 3BmV/50k ohms

Output (Reference level/lmpedance)
Line out:

Gain
Source, Tape:
ch-1 - 4
(Mic/Guitar/lnst.): 51dB/31d8/12d8

Parametric Equalizer Section (CH-3, 4)
Low: + 10dB at 100 - 900H2 (variable)
High:

Echo Time
+ 10dB at 1k - 13kHz (variable)
3 sec. (max.)

Total Harmonic Distortion: 0.008% (1kHz, output 1.5V)
Signal{o-Noise Ratio (lHE A-network, output 1V)

Gain
Source, Tape/Mic: 3dB/53d8

Graphic Equalizer Section
Equalizer Range: + 10dB
Center Frequencies: 60H2, 150H2, 400H2, 1k{z,2.4kHz,

6kHz, 15kHz
2 sec. (max.)

10 - 80,000H2 0dB, -3dB
150 - 10,000H2 OdB, - 3dB

0.01 % (1kHz, output 1.5V)
Signal{o-Noise Ratio (lHF, A-network, output lV)

lnputs (Reference level/lmpedance)
Source, Tape:
ChJ - 4 Mic

85mV/50k ohms
0.4mV/50k ohms

150mV/600 ohms

5dB

B3dB

75dB
: -3dB)
10 - 80,000H2 OdB, - 3dB
150 - 20,000H2
30 - 20,000H2
120V 60Hz
15 watts
16-9/16 x 6l/4 x 8-15/16 inches
420 x 158 x 227 mm
9 lbs. 4 oz./4.2k9

I nputs (Reference level/lmpedance)
Source (fader; -3dB): 150mV/50k ohms
Tape (fader; -3dB): 150mv/50k ohms
Mic 1, 2 0.3mV/25k ohms

Outputs (Reference level/lmpedance)

Equalizer Range:
Center Frequencies:

Total Harmonic Distortion:

Gain:
Frequency Response:
Signal{o-Noise Ratio.

(lHF, A-network)
lnput lmpedance:
Output lmpedance:
Power Requirement:
Power Consumption:
Dimensions(W x H x D):

(without package)
Weight (without package) :

+'12d8/ + 6dB (switchable)
16,25,40,63, 100, 160, 250, 400,
630, 1k, 1.6k, 2.5k,4k,6.3k, 10k,
16k, 25kHz
0.001%o (20 - 20,000H2,
all controls flat, output 1V)
0dB (controls flat)
10 - 100,000H2 0dB, - 2dB
120dB (output 2V),
114d8 (output 1V)
47k ohms
200 ohms
120V 60Hz
25 watts
16-9i 16 x 5-3/16 x 13-13/16 inches
420 x 131 x 351 mm
'15 lbs. 14 oz.l7 2kg

Line
Rec

Echo Time (Mic):
Frequency Response

Source, Tape:
Mic 1, 2:

Total Harmonic Distortion
Source, Tape:

Source, Tape

Mic 1, 2:

150mV/330 ohms
150mV/2.5k ohms

90dB (Graphic Equalizer ON/
Volume center)
69dB (Graphic Equalizer ON/

Source, Tape:
ch-1 - 4
(Mic, Guitar, lnst.).

Frequency Response (volume
Tape, Source:
Ch-1 - 4 Mic:

Guitar, lnst.:
Power Requirement:
Power Consumption:
Dimensions(W x H x D):

(without package)
Weight (without package):

sG-540
+ 10dB
50, 150, 400, 1k, 2.4k,6k, 1skHz
0.005% (1kHz, all controls flat,
output 1V)

0dB (controls flat)
6V (lkHz, T.H.D. 0.01%)
5 - 70,000H2 0dB, -1dB
100d8 (lHF, A-network, output 1V)
50k ohms
600 ohms
120V 60Hz
10 watts
16-9/16 x 3-7lB x 9l/2 inches
420 x 98 x 241 mm
6 lbs. 10 oz./3kg

Volume center)
Power Requirement: 120V 60Hz
Power Consumption: 20 watts
Dimensions (W x H x D): 16-9/16 x 6-1/4 x B-7lB inches

(without package) 420 x 158 x 226mm
Weight (without package): 9lbs. 4 oz.l4.2kg

SR.60
Reverberation Time (DEPIH volume control Min.)

Reverb: 0-3sec.(400H2)
Echo. 0-3sec.(a00Hz)
Duet: 1O0msec. (400H2)

Maximum Output Voltage: 6.5V (1kHz, IH.D. 0.01%)
Iotal Harmonic Distortion: 0.005% (1kHz, REVERB LEVEL

Min., output 1V)
I nput (sensitivity/impedance)

RG.60
Equalizer Range:
Center Frequencies:
Total Harmonic Distortion:

Gain:
Maximum Output Voltage :

Frequency Response:
Signalto-Noise Ratio:
lnput lmpedance:
Output lmpedance:
Power Requirement:
Power Consumption:
Dimensions(W x H x D)

(without package)
Weight (without package):

Reverb.
Tape Play

150mV/50k ohms
150mV/50k ohms

Dynamic Expansion:
lmpulse Response

Attack Time:
Release Time:

Maximum Output Voltage.

Total Harmonic Distortion:

Gain
Dynamic Expansion

Position:
Upward Gain:
Downward Gain:

lnput lmpedance:
Output lmpedance:
S/N Ratio:

(lHF, A-network,
Dynamic expansion
16dB):

Power Bequirement:
Power Consumption:
Dimensions(W x H x D):

(without package)
Weight (without package):

4,7,10,13,16dB

0.3msec.
120msec.
6.5V (lkHz, IH.D. 0.5%, R.; 50k
ohms, Dynamic expansion 16dB)
0.05% (output 1V 1kHz. Dynamic
expansion 16dB)

4dB 7dB 1OdB 13dB 16dB
+2dB +4dB +6dB +BdB +10d8
-2dB -3dB -4dB -5dB -6dB
50k ohms (20 - 20,000H2)
220 ohms (1kHz)
100d8 (output 1V),

116d8 (output 6.5V)

120V 60Hz
'10 watts
16-9/16 x 3-7lB x 13-3/8 inches
420 x 99 x 340 mm
9 lbs. 15 oz.l4.Skg

Output (sensitivity/impedance)
Reverb: 150mV/220 ohms
Tape Rec: 150mV/220 ohms

Frequency Response: 10 - 70,000H2 OdB, -1dB
S/N Ratio (lHE A-network): 104d8 (output 2V), 9BdB (output 1V)
Power Requirement: 120V 6OHz
Power Consumption: 30 watts
Dimensions (W x H x D): 16-9/16 x 3-7lB x 13-3/8 inches

(without package) 420 x 99 x 340 mm
Weight (without package): 10 lbs. 2 oz.l4.6kg



cs.705 cs-605 CS-rm5 s.T5
Bass-ref lex bookshelf type Bass-ref lex bookshelf type Bass+eflex bookshelf type Acoustic suspension bookshelf type

15-3/4-inch (40cm) cone type

4-3l4-inch (12cm) cone type
Horn type with acoustic lens
Ribbon type

12-inch (30cm) cone type

4-314-inch (12cm) cone type
Horn type with acoustic lens
Ribbon type

12-inch (30cm) cone type

4-inch (10cm) cone type
Aluminum ribbon type

6l /2-inch (16cm) PGrM cone type

1-inch (2.5cm) softdome type

8 ohms 8 ohms 8 ohms 6.3 ohms
20 - 40,000H2 25 - 40,000H2 40 - 40,000H2 45 - 20,000H2

Speaker Power Handling Capabllity vs.
Amplilier Output Power

Normally, speakers will not be damaged
even if the output power of an amplifier
exceeds the speakers' allowable input
power, on the condition that the amplifier is
kept below its clipping level*. (Use care
when increasing the volume level if the
amplifier has an extremely high power
rating.)

There is however, a chance that the
tweeter may be damaged when the
amplifier is pushed beyond its clipping level
even if the amplifier's power rating is below
the speakers' allowable input power.

It is therefore important to consider the
allowable input power of your speakers
(=maximum music power) when selecting
an amplifier, and at the same time, the
amplifier must be operating below its
clipping level at all times.

*Clipping level: The power level at which
severe distortion suddenly appears due to
attempts to drive an amplifier beyond its
capacity.

120W

1,5O0Hz (Low-Mid)

5,000H2 (Mid-High)
8,000H2 (High-Superhigh)

2,000H2 (Low-Mid)

5,000H2 (Mid-High)
8,000H2 (H igh-Superhigh)

3,000H2 (Low-Mid)
10,000H2 (Mid-High)

2,000H2 (Low-High)

17-11/16 x
450 x 710

27-15116 x '10-3/16 inches
x 259 mm

16-1 /8 x 25-7 116 x 10-15/16 inches
410 x 646 x 278 mm

14-15116 x 24-112 x 10-3/8 inches
380 x 630 x 263 mm

7-3116 x 10-1 /B x 7-3l16 inches
182 x 257 x 182 mm

44 lbs. .1 oz.l2]kg 35 lbs. 4 oz.l16kg 24lbs.4 oz./11k9 9lbs. 15 oz./4.5k9

SG.60 sG.50(M)
Equalizer Range:
Center Frequencies:

Total Harmonic Distortion:

Gain:
Frequency Response:
Signal-to-Noise Ratio:

(lHF, A-network)
lnput lmpedance:
Output lmpedance:
Power Requirement:
Power Consumption:
Dimensions(W x H x D)

(without package)
Weight (without package):

+ 12dB
16, 32, 64, 125, 250, 500, lk, 2k, 4k,
8k, 16k,32kHz
0.003% (16 - 32,000H2, all controts
flat, output 1V)
OdB (controls flat)
10 - 100,000H2 OdB, - 2dB
120d8 (output 2V),
114d8 (output 1V)
50k ohms
200 ohms
120V 60Hz
25 watts
16-9/ 16 x 5-3/16 x 13-13/16 inches
420 x 131 x 351 mm
13 lbs. 4 oz./6kg

I nputs (Sensitivity/lmpedance)
LINE IN:
TAPE PLAY:
MIC:

Outputs (Level/lmpedance)
LINE OUT:
TAPE REC:

150mV/50k ohms
150mV/50k ohms
0.1mv/sk ohms

150mV/1k ohms
150mV

5-100,000H2 OdB, - 3dB
116d8

0.003% (20-20,000H2, output 2V)
0dB (controls f lal)

3dB(xB)
32, 64, 125, 250, s00, 1 k, 2k,
4k,8k,16kHz

1 20V 60Hz
16 watts
'16-9/16 x 3-718 x 10-1 /2 inches
420 x 98 x 266 mm
9 lbs. 11 oz.l4.4kg

Graphic Equalizer Section
EqualizerRange: +10d8
CenterFrequencies: 32,64,125,250,500,1k,2k

4k, Bk,16kHz
Frequency Response

LINE IN, TAPE PLAY:
Signal-to-Noise Ratio :

(lHF, A-network, output 2V)
Total Harmonic Distortion.
Gain:
Speclrum Analyzer Section
Display Resolution:
Center Frequencies:

Miscellaneous
Power Requlrement:
Power Consumption:
Dimensions (Wx H x D):

(without package)
Weight (without package):

DT.540
Timer Type:

Timer Set:

Timer Setting lnterval :

Sleep Timer Set:
Accuracy of Timer:

Accuracy of Sleep Timer:

AC Outlet Capacity Power:
Power Requiremenl:
Power Consumption:
Dimensions(W x H x D):

(without package)
Weight (without package):

24-hour type (12-hour display and
AM/PM)
Only one ON/OFF time setting in
minimum units of minutes within a
24-hour period
1 minute
1 minute - t hour 59 minutes
+ 0,1 second (delay time to
displayed time)
No more than 59 seconds (delay
time for OFF to display time)
500 watts (max.)
120V 60Hz
6 watts
16-9/16 x 2-1 116 x 5-9/16 inches
420x52x142mm
3 lbs. 12 oz.l1.7kg

50,000-CCl (K)126-6-84 Printed in Japan
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